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FOREWORD

This manual has been compiled in an effort to help the
elementary teachers see how the out of doors can be
utilized in their everyday teaching. By placing the
activities under general concepts, it is hoped that the
teachers can include outdoor educe.;on in their planning,
and fully explore the many ways of teaching.

Most of the a^tivities have been drawn from both personal
experiences of the ESEA Summer Workshop in Outdoor Education
and the many groups throughout the country now engaged in
outdoor education.

A special thanks should be extended to Dr. Tom Rillo of the
Southern Illinois Center for Outdoor Education for many of
the materials and activities used in this manual.

This manual lists but a few of the many possible outdoor
activities that can be included tr the school curriculum.
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II

Outdoor Education is a method of teaching--it is not a subject in itself,
but rather uses all subject areas. There are parts of the curriculum that can
best be taught in the out of doors. It is not a new idea fn education; but
one which has always been used by creative teachers. Outdoor Education is not
an attempt to do away with the clatAroom, but rather to broaden thescope of
enrichment in teaching and better prepare children for living in our world.
Children, wherever they live and whatever they do, in and out of school, meet
problems that involve both experiences and understandings. They achieve these
understandings best through first-hand experiences and actual, purposeful con-
tacts with materials, forces and processes that affect their own lives.

To be effective, teaching must be closely related to circumstances that
will arise outside the classroom. Young, or old, we learn best by doing. The
more realistic the learning activity is, the more meaningful and lasting will
be the lesson. There is little justification for merely looking at something
whiChrcan be touched and handled or used, or for just textbook presentations
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when the real life situations are At hand. In the outdoor laboratory, the pupil
may, through observation and direct experience, develop appreciations, skills
and understandings that will supplement the indoor curriculum of the school.
Outdoor Education, then, has become a practical approach to aspects of those
subjects which are normally taught only in the classroom. Outdoor Education
is the effective utilization of the natural environment to help promote the
growth, welfare and total education of the student.

OBJECTIVES OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION

1, To provide a method for integrating specific oubject matter areas

2. To reinforce classroom learning through actual experience

3. To prwide children with an appreciation of nature and the world about them

4. To provide an interesting method of presenting curriculum

5,, To enrich the existing curriculum

fo provide motivation for classroom learning
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SUGGESTIONS FOR EVALUATION OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION EXPERIENCES

(Adapted from Southern Illinois University - Dr. Tom Rillo)

A. Suggested evaluations for observation:

1. Were the objectives for the day clearly planned, stated, and under-
stood by all?

2. Was the group adequately prepared?
a)clothing, b)equipment, c)reference materials, and d)background
information for areas of study

3. How \large was thr group? (ratio of leader to the pupils)
4. Were\the group objectives flexible enough to permit unplanned learn-

ing a ivities?
5. Were al of the children actively involved in the learning process?

(learning by doing)
6. Did they appear to be having fun at the same time that they were

learning?
7. Did the leader provide too many answers to the children's questions?
8. Was the atmosphere of discovery, exploration, and problem solving

evident?
9. How well did the group Seem to understand the vocabulary and concepts

presented?
10. Did the lessons appear to hold the children's interest?
11. Was the length of time adequate for each lesson taught?
12. Were the uses of many of the five senses utilized in the learning

process?
13. Did the leader have adequate control and supervision in guiding the

children's learning experiences?
14. Were necessary safety precautions observed when walking through the

woods and fields?
15. Do you feel that those lessons taught iu the out-of-doors were best

learned there rather than in a classroom?
16. Were some of the learning experiences correlated with what was being

studied in the classroom?

B. Evaluation of individual student participation

1. Teachers may choose written evaluation on content areas.
2. Teachers should observe participation.
3. Evaluate concepts taught--not specific content.

Evaluation of the program of Outdoor Education can only come as the teacher
sees the children ap2roach the problems and ideas with understanding and aware-
ness. The teacher, herself, will be the best judge of whether the outdoor experi-
ence has enriched the individual child and his knowledge. ,
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TEACHING OUTDOORS iggimouEq.

(Adapted from Southern Illinois University - Dr. Tom Rillo)

Problem solving situations in Outdoor Education:

1. Criteria for the :;election of the problems

a. The problems should involve the conservation of plants, animals
and other physical and cultural resources.

b. The problems shoula be most effectively examined in the outdoors
environment.

c. The solvimg of the problems should take a maximum of two or three
hours in the out -of- doors.

d. The problems should be suitable for solving by inters diate and
junior level pupils.

e. The equipment necessary for solving the problems should be availa-
ble through borrowing, inexpensive purchasing or constructing by
teachers or students.

2. Size of group should be kept small, when possible

Classes may be organized into committees to work on different aspects
of the problcms to be solved,

3. Sites available for Outdoor Education

a. school grounds
b. community walks
c. field trips
d. day center

outdoor school for more than one day's study
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
FOR

GRADES I AND II

Aim: To present activities in the out of doors that will help teach concepts
developed in the school program.

Science
General objectives:
A. To be able to recognize some of the common plants and animals in the local

area
B. To understand some of the interrelationship of plants and animals in dif-

ferent environments of the local area
C. To know uses of,plants and animals
D. To see how weather affects everything
E*. To understand how rocks and soil work together

&mot IVAAL_I b 11.1nit airj

(activities)
Find wind speed with wind measurer (card, thread and balloon - see diagram
below) and flag movement.

Find wind direction with balloon and bird feather vane. .

Compare effect of objects (such as building or vegetation) on wind.,

Discuss the air--where is it? Can I feel, hear, taste or smell it? Can,it
move, push? Can I live without it7

See how wind helps plant by throwing light objects in the air to see them
move. Blow dandelion seeds.

ardboard (numbered)

(activities)

Compare size of soil particles (shake up soi in a jar of water and let it
settle).

Compare color of soil in different places.

Smell soil to find out if it has an odor.

Compare color of moisture of soil from the surface to two feet deep (use
soil auger).

Look at soil with a hand lens. Separate the parts of soil into piles.of same
material (pebbles, roots, leaves, sand, etc.)

Nike soil by rubbing two rocks together.



Science (cont.)

Find a pond or stream. Use a net to gather pond life to study. Look along
the edge of the bank to see if there are any holes that might be homes.

Look for signs on plants and fruit where insects have been eating. See how
they made a home there--use hand lens.

'ConceptAll days are not mike

(activities)
Compare cloud formations.

Take temperature as seasons go on--discuss changes.

Put different materials outside in different places--see what happens to it
as seasons change (water in jar, paper, material,'woodsee how sun, cold,
damp, etc. makes it change).

Put water out in sun and shade--note changes day by day.

Put dark material out to catch snow flakes. Look at them under a microscope
or hand lens.

'ConceptTrees are not alike.'

(activities)
Study bark--pattern, texture, and color.

Gather leaves and compare shape, color, and size.

Hake leaf prints--spatter, blue print, ozalid paper.

Look at shapes of trees--draw simple shapes, etc. (triangle, half circle,
square, etc.)

See how many different colors (in fall) can be gathered in leaves.

Plant some small seedlings of different trees - -see which grows the fastest.

Look at a stump. Figure how it was cut and what it might have been used for.

'ConceptSome plants and animals live in our

(activities)
See how many birds you see in the yard.

Check for possible homes.

Dig a small plot of ground to see what insects or worms live in it.

Find out how many kinds of trees grow there.

Find as many kinds of bushes, weeds, plants that are growing.

See what kind grows where on the school ground.
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Science (cony

FITa;T-Life and growth of a plant is affected by environment,'

(activities)
See where things are growing. Find out why plants are not growing in certain
spots (such as no sun, water washes off).

Tie cloth bag over branch or plant--observe change.

Find location where plants are growing (cracks in sidewalk, school building,
tree stumps). Why did they cone up?

Keep a record of growing plants by gluing strips of paper to a piece of card-
board to record growth.

Plant a garden, but do not water one row -- observe.

Plant several different kinds of seeds. Watch them grow.

Compare how seeds travel. See places where they might grow or might not.

Look at small plants under trees. Discuss .'hy they might not grow.

Discuss and find evidence of how birds and animals help plant seeds.

once pt - Animals must prepare for winter.

(activities)
Observe birds it the fall--then those who leave and those who stay. Where
do they go? Why do some stay?

Watch for animal holes. How do they live there in winter?

Watch animals eating. Where are they getting their food?

(Concept -There are many types of birdsj

(activities)
Grow some cover (weeds, etc.) near a window--put up a bird feeder.

Look at models of birds--notice differences in shape and size.

Use clue chart to identify the common birds in the school yard and home
(see appendix).

Watch birds flying. How are they different? (use binoculars)

Watch the birds in the trees--notice how they move on the trees. Make a chart
of different beak and feet shapes. Discuss why they are different.

Watch birds feeding- -where do the, - ' their food? Look for places they
might feed.

Watch for bird traditsin mud or sendmake a plaster cast of the tracks.



Science (cont.)

Look for difference in male and female birds. Discuss why they are different.
Watch them at nesting time--how do they build their nest? What do they do?

'ConceptMatter exists in different forms]

(activities)
Gather different forms of matter- -rock, plant, root. Look at the difference.
Discuss living and non-living things.

Get three states of matter -- solid, liquid or gas. Put in bag (rock, water,
,air). Test difference by feeling, seeing, smelling. Look at difference in
shape as they are poured out (rock has a shape of its own, water takes on
different shapes, and air cannot be seen). Drop in water to show air can be
seen this way.

Have children in groups outside list things around them under three headings.

Shaw how a solid substance can change L a liquid and vice versa. Put ice
cube in glass in sun and place thermometer in the glass. Place another beside
the glass. Watch both change. Why?

Put water in a pan. Take reading with a thermometer. Put both in a freezer
and check at the end of the day. (Loss of heat causes water and liquid to
change to a solid.)

Use a thermometer to check areas--in sun, shade, near concrete, in grass.
Why is it hotter?

Put water in a pan; put it in the sun. Where does it go? (liquid into gas)

Language Arts
General objectives:
A. To express oneself well in both written and spoken word
B. To use new vocabulary to express ideas
C. To record what is seen and heard

Conce tStimulation of the senses can bring new word knowled

(activities)
Have each child sit in a small (one square yard) section of ground and focus
on one sense or one thing at a time, such as a bladaof grass. Look, touch,
taste, smell the blade of grass. Ask each child to tell something about the
blade (use a recorder). Put the words on the board and use in a story or
poem. Use ene sense on total area--all sounds, smells, etc.

Watch movemnt trees, animals, birds--act these out.

Blindfold one child- -give bin a nature object and have him turn so they
cannot see the object he is holding. Have him describe the object so the
others can guess what it is.

Observe nature -- write; a Japanese Haiku (first line five syllables, second line
seven syllables, and third line five syllables).
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Concept-By using the senNee out-of-doors, one will learn to question, understand

mPLLPrPtattS2J,

(activities)
Use clue charts to identify trees, birds, flowers. Have list of possible
words befor; using cliart.

Record things in view of senses on a nature walk. Use in story or poem.

Write new words in the sand, mud or snow. Act the words.

Study cloud formations and make up stories about what shapes they suggest.

Find as many shapes outside. Be a "living statue" for the other children
to 'guess.

Use sounds heard to write a song.

Compose counting rhymas.

'Arithmetic
General objectives:
A. To use standard measuring instruments
B. To understand relationship of arithmetic to everyday living

Concept-Measurement is useful,

(activities)
Gather rocks, nuts, sticks, etc. to use as counters.

Count the numbers of types of things on the school ground (all oak trees,
all smoke stacks, etc.).

Make a sun dial with a stick.

Xeasure shadows at different times of the day.

Measure personal measurements (hand, foot, step).

Locate distance-Nnortii, south, east and west. Step off area.

Measure and count the age of trees by counting rings.

Social Studies
General objectives:
A. To create an interest and understanding of things in the area that affect

life
B. To develop an understanding of the relationship between man and his environ-

ment



oncept-Safatk.s_a part of daily livingj

Social Studies (cont.)

Pilceot-Outside the school is a world of wonder.

(activities)
See what building material was used to build the school.

Find 0u. At used to be where the school building stands--can you find any
evidence of this?

See where utilities have come into the school.

Find what takes water off the ground and what happens to the, water.

ILok at the telephone pole. What wood is it? Why is it there? What are
'the glass and things?

Look at the street and/or sidewalk--what are the cracks for?

(activities)
Walk to crossing --on correct side of road if no sidewalk. Find out how to
cross.

Find tree or something struck by lightning--discuss why. Find beat place in
school yard in case of a thunder storm.

Find as many kinds of safety signs as possible in area. Discuss each one.

Have your own fire drill. Show why windows are closed by burning a box- -
one with and one without holes.

Arts and Crafts and Music
General objectives:
A. To give each child an opportunity to explore using a variety of natural

material.
B. To encourage the child to express his imaginative ideas or tell of

realistic ones.
C. To develop handiness with common tools.
D. To consider art and music as part of everyday living.

IGemosptAr4;;aent has many forma of design.)

(activities)
Find main design in nature:

circle- sun, moon, berry, woodpecker's hole
zigzag- tree rings, edge of leaves, building and trees on the horizon
wavy- path of brook, ripple of water, soil
straight- tree .trunk, vein in leaf, blade of grass, pine needle

Design:
Draw lines to show how bugs fly.



Arts and Crafts and Music

Draw lines to show how branches move in the wind.
Draw lines to show how clouds move itt the sky.
Draw bark of trees, feather, stump.

Find design in color:
Use rocks, sticks, leaves to rub on sand paper to make color.

Sketch shapes of trees and cloud.

Draw a sound the way it might be put on paper--using dots, wavy lines, spirals,
zigzag lines (wind, dog's bark)

Unapt- Natural materials can be used in Arts and Crafill

(Activities)
Gather seeds, pods, weeJs, leaves, and stones to make pictures.

Gather small things to embed in plastic for jewelry.

Gather corn husks for dolls and mats.

Make leaf prints.

Gather roots and odd shaped limbs for crazy animals.

Get tree limbs to w.at for candle holders.

Gather gourds and sticks to make musical instruments.
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
?OR

GRADE THREE

Table of Ctsntentst

I Scienc - objectives, concepts, activities and follow-up
a. tteest shrugs and vines
b. needs and plants
c. birds
d. insects
e. animal activities

II Eatth Sciences - objactives9 concepts, activities and follow -up
soil and rocks

4 b. weather

III Cenral Science - objectives, concepts, activities and follow-up
a. light and shadowt
b, heat
c. liquid
d. gravity
e. simple machines
f. seasons
g. universe

IV Arts and Crafts - objectives, concepts, activities and follow-up

V Music and Movement - objectives, concepts, activities and follow-up

VI Mathematics - objectives, concepts, activities and follow-up
a. measurement
b. individual activities

VII Language Arts - objectives, concepts, activities and follow-up
a. listening
b. preparing for reading and vocabulary development
c. organizing and presenting information
d. writing reports and records
e. creative writing outdoors
f. dramatization
g. social situations

VIII Social Studies
a. maps and map making
b. land and land use
c. time perspective
d. general social studies

IX References
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
FOR

GRADE THREE

Science
General Objectives:
A. To understand the interrelationship of plant and animal life in

different environments
B. To be able to recognize some of the common plants and animals

Concept-All plants are not alike.

(activities)
Make clue charts for identifying trees (Currioulum Enrichment
O4doore, pp. 121 - 122)..

Study Factors that influence tree growth.

Make leaf prints. Have children go outdoors after a rain. Carefully

press i leaf, veins side down into firm mud. The leaf should be left
in place until the mud is partially dried. Then the children can remove
the leaf and observe the clean print that remains. (Ibid., pl 124)

Observe leaves under microscope.

"Do Detective Work" on a stump. Example: What kind of tree is this
stunp? How was it cut? etc. . . .

Study the leaf factory.

Tap maple trees.

Use plants and trees to make cooking utensils, fishing hooks and jewelry.

Sketch tree shapes. (silhouettes)

Sniff Hike. (What smells do you have in your area--trees, shrubs, dirt, etc.

Label trees on or near playground. (according to ageotype, uses etc.)

Study bark patterns.

Find root systems (exposed by erosion).

Compare deciduous and coniferous tree characteristics.

Compare fruits, seeds, buds, leaf scars, leaves.

Figure the method used in cutting and possible reasons for cutting.

-Tub with pencil or crayon on paper to get an impression of the grow

rinse.

Find decay and insect evidence.



Science (cont.)

Follow-up for - All plants are not alike.

Make a collection of leaf prints for the board.

Display plants in such groups as harmful to man, grains, etc.
(get plant press and. display cas from Mobile Unit)

Make tree. game using leaf prints (example on Mobile Unit).

Study plant growth with seeds (science books have ideas).

Use flash cards and plastic leaves for identification.
(get from Mobile Unit)

. Use material gathered to make pictures, weave, wood carve.
(materials to help on Mobile Unit)

Use special study materials (call Outdoor Education Office) to make
booklets and study guides.

orticssit-Living things are products of their heredity and environment.

(activities)
Study seeds--coating, shape, how they travel, size.

Make clue charts for identifying seeds.

Experiment with seeds for birds.

Study some contributions of weeds. Example: Take the children on a
field trip to discover the value of weeds as food for birds and builders
of soil. -

Study various kinds of roots.

Investigate the ways that seeds travel--make a collection.
(example: wind, water, animals, etc.)

Discover the number of seeds on a plant.

Field trip to study leaf arrangement. (Have children sketch leaf.)

Find effects of people, animals, sunlight, shade, wind, water, etc.
on plant growth.

Find locations where plants grow (cracks in sidewalks, school buildings,
tree stumps, etc.)
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Science (cont.)

Find effects of plants on erosion and erosion on plants.

aub plant pigments on sandpaper.

Feep records of the heights of small plants with strips of colored
paper by gluing the atrips to a piece of cardborad to make a growth graph.

Study the roots of grass or other plants by carefully washing away the
soil.

Follow-up for - Living things are products of their heredity and environment.

Examine small plants dug on field trips with hand lens to see roots, stem
and leaves.

Put several different kinds of seeds on sponges and allow to sprout. Examine
the different plants that come up.

Display the seeds gathered on field trip and make a chart showing how they
travel.

Put one plant in the dark and one in the sun. Examine them each day.

Put a sweet potato in water and watch it sprout. (many other activities
for classroom in science books)

Drop as many kinds of seeds as you can find in a pan of water--see which
ones float. Try to blow those that do across the pan.

Concept -All birds are not alike.'

(activities)
Make a clue chart for identifying birds. (Curriculum Enrichment Outdoors,
pp. 121-122)

Make a bird survey

Observe the ways that birds get foods. Example: Assign the children to
watch the methods and procedures used by birds in getting food. Each child
might take one kind of bird to watch and report on.

Make a feeding station.

Observe the number of birds visiting a feeding station.

Describe the bird's song or call note.

Obtain a wing feather and make a sketch of its structure.

Study birds's nests to see how they are m/ide.

Make a chart showing types of bird beaks and feet.
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Science (cont.)

Observing Biids by Clifford Knapp, Southern Illinois University
At A Distance

1. Where was the bird seen: flying overhead, woefles (where: canopy,
overstory, understory, shrub, herbaceioua, floor), border of wooda.
bushes, open field, trees or, bushes along fences, roadside, border
of stream, marsh, pond or Lake, garden, orchard, near buildings?

2. Compare the size of the bird with that of the crow, the robin, or
the English sparrow, Note its silhouette.

3. What were its most striking colors: gray, brown, black, chestnut,
white, blue, red, yellow, orange, green, olive?

4. Did. it show flash colors when flying? If so where and what color?
'(ing, tail, rump, under t6.1.1)

4

5. In action was it: slaw and quiet or active and nervous?

6. Did it occur alone or in a flock?

7. In flying did it go: straight and swift, dart about, up and dawn,
wave-like, flap its wings constantly, sail or soar with wings steady,
flap the wings and then sail?

8. Describe its song or call note by moving your finger up and down in
rhythm, by drawirT 8 line graph of the notes, zir by fitting words to
the song or call note.

9. Where did it sit when singing? Did it sing while flying?

At CloltEA1212.
10. Colors and markings of: feet, tail; bill, nape, crown, breast, rump,

chin, throat, eye, back. (If present: wing bars, eye streak; eye ring,
crest)

11. Was the bill: slender and lc:),?;, short and thick, medium, curved, hooked?

12. Was the tail: forked, notche0, square, rounded?

I,ongEange_Study
13. What is the food of the bird and hlw is it obtained?

14. Where does the bird spend the winter.? Does it migrate?

15. Describe the nest: where placed, how high above ground, how supported,
of what materials is the outside made, how is it lined, size, color,
and number of eggs?

16. How are the young fed and cared for? What are the colors of plumage
of the young birds?

17. How is the bird benefi..'ql to us?

18. What is the name of the bird?



Concept- Insects are animals with six legs.'
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Science (cont.)

Follow-up for - All birds are not alike.

Keep a chart, through the window, on birds that come to the feeder.

Make a chart of a bird with all the parts labeled.

Use your clue chart to draw the birds you saw.

Make a chart of different kinds of bird beaks and clawa. List types of
birds under each.

Use flash cards and games to learn the birds (on Mobile Unit).

Make a diorama using branches and twig. Cut out a bird or carve it
from wood.

Make a map showing how birds migrate.

Make a mobile with cut-out birds of the area.

Make a scrapbook of birds you know. Use the special study material from
the Mobile Unit.

Listen to bird call records (Mobile Unit) and have contest to see how many
you know.

(activities)
Make clue charts for identifying insects.

With a piece of string, mark off a square foot of soil. Count worms and
other insects.

Observe an anthill.

Find insect homes (under logs and rocks, in tree bark, etc...)

Investigage insect movements: Capture several kinds of insects without
injuring them. Let them move about on a piece of paper and ask the children
questions. Example: Do insects always go uphill or downhill? How fast can
they move? Can you classify them according to their traveling habits?

Collect insects from different habitats.

Inspect insects attracted to light.

Observe an insect on a

Study Gall Insects (enlarged places that appear on the stems of plants
and the branches of trees.),

Find a spider and see why it is not an insect; use spray paint and paper to
get the web.



Science sc.nt.)

Follow-or - itsecis are animals with six legs.
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Make A using soreading hoard, insect mounts (Mobile Unit).

Make a chart , "owing insects helpful and harmful ro man.

:'raw a large picture showing-parts of insects.

7Ne the Insocts in a picture. labed them in plastic (get from Mobile Unit).

Set tr, q display showing homes of insects. UJe cardboard cut-outs or
dried insects on the display.

let tocoons and keep them until they hatch.

Mahe a chart showing the life cycle of insects.

Make a terrarium with insects and small lizards, etc. (other ideas in
science hooks)

Concept-knimals live and

(activities)
Make plaster cast of animal tracks and compare with other animal tracks.

Make brush piles to provide animal food and cover.

Observe pond life.

Set up and use an aquarium or terrarium.

Learn about animals from their tracks.

Observing the care that animals give their young. Have children ncte and
list the different kinds of care that animals give their young. What
differences do the length of babyhood make in the habits of these animals?

Study and observe the coverings of animal bodies.

Study how animals protect themselves.

Study animal homes; look for them it trees, barks awl gtound.

Study pets.

Visit a fish hatchery.

.Fallow-up for - Animals live and grqw.

Mane a chart shnwing the diffetrt fd.ilies of animals.

Use material gath-red on field trips to show homes of a-imals,
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Science (cont.)

Make map of area to show where animals live.

Make chart showing how animals protect themselves, what they eat, where
they live, etc. (reference: set of books in Materials Library on Animals)

Draw pictures showing animals at different seasoutof the year.

Make a notebook of animals in this area.

Use books and flash cards to learn the names of animals (Mobile Unit).

Keep a rabbit or white rat in the classroom --watch how he feeds and lives.
(Other activities in science books)

Ilarth Sciences
General Objectives:
A. To understand general characteristics of rocks and soil as they relate

to plants, animals and water.
B. To understand how rock contributes to soil.
C. To understand forces in weather.

Concept- Rocks and soil make up the crust of the earth.

(actiVities)
Making clue charts for identifying rocks.

Examining small quantity of soil under microscope.

Examine rocks for color, hardness, weight. (collect)

Pound up a piece of soft rock until it becomes soil.

Comparing color of soil in different places.

Smelling soil to find out if it has an odor.

Comparing erosion at different places on the school grounds. (Noting evidences
of eroeionoi.e. d3ltas, gullies, exposed roots, etc.)

Class project to eliminate erosion on the school grounds.

Examining soil with hand lens. Separating the parts of soil into piles of
the same material. (Pebbles, roots, leaves, sand, etc.)

Squeezing samples of different kinds of soil together to see if they form
a ball.

Pouring some water into a jar of soil, noticing the air bubbles that rise to
the top.

Comparing plant growth in different kinds of soil.

Examining a rock with hand lens to see the size of the particles. (texture)
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Path Sciences (cont.)

Rub two rocks together to see Which one makes a scratch do the other.
(hardness)

Compare man -made rock (bricks) to naturally made rocks.

Make a survey of the different kinds of rocks on the school grounds.

Find rocks that show signs of rusting.

Find ways that rocks are useful to man.

Listen to different soils when rubbed between the fingers and held to
the ear.

Foflow-up'for - Rocks and soil make up the crust of the earth.

Make a chart of the different kinds of rocks in this area.

Draw a picture showing how we use rocks.

Use tumbled rocks to make key rings, jewelry (findings on Mobile Unit).

Use different kinds of rocks to 'mint" picture on sandpaper.

Investigate minerals in the soil by pouring a mixture of soil and
Water through a filter. Put the water aside in a glass pie pan. Look
at it when the water evaporates. The material left in the pie pan is the
mineral in the soil.

Get sand, garden soil, and humus soil; make holes in three coffee cans;
put the cans on top of a jar; put a cupful of soil in each can; pour a
cupful of water in each can; watch to see which soil holds the water the
longest. Why/ Time how long it takes the water to run through each kind
of soil.

days are not the samej

(activities)
Record and read weather reports.

Measure precipitation.

Study snow flakes using a hand lens and black cloth.

Build weather instruments.

Observe a rainbow.

Identify types of clouds. Have the children keep records for several
days of the kinds of 'clouds that are visible. Encourage them to suggest
names or classifications for the cloud types that they see. Then help
them to learn to recognize the following common types of clouds.
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Earth Sciences (cont.)

a. Cirrus clouds- curly white and high up in the sky
b. Stratus clourl- low, thin and foglike
c. Cumulus clouds -- pile -up, floating, white masses about a mile

high above the land
d. Nimbus clouds- dark gray and rather formless; filled with rain.

Observe the evaporatiOn of water.

Observe the effects of rain on plant and animal life.

Compare cloud formations.

Find wind speed with wind measurer (card and thread) and flag movement.

Find wind direction with balloons and bird feather vane.

Compare effects of objects (such as buildings or vegetation) on wind.

Explore little climates (differences in temperature in different places
on the school ground).

See the effect of rain on soil erosion (set up splash boarde and water
soil with watering can).

Follow-up for - All days are not the same

Keep a daily weather chart on temperature, wind direction, etc.
Cut out forms (clouds, rain, sun, etc.) to paste on calendar.

Make a chart of different kinds of clouds (use cotton).

Bring the daily weather map (from paper) to school and check the forecast.

Make a wet and dry thermometer set (Mobile Unit).

General Science
General Objective:
To see the effect of natural stimuli.

oncept-Shadows come with light.'

(activities)
Observe the spectrum. A simple glass prism will divide sunlight into
its component colors and will provide a basis for discussion of the spectrum.

Experiment with reflection of light. (Curriculum Enrichment Outdoors,
p. 158)

Explore with a magnifying glass.

Test the relation of colnr to heat.

Experiment with lenses.
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General Science (cont.)

Estimate length of shadow in relation IA object casting it.

Mark the position of the shadow on the ground with chalk or sticks.
(Note the change in length and position after a few minutes and hours,)
What causes the shadow to move?

Compare the shadow; cast by the flag pole, posts, trees, persons,
buildings, etc.

Compare shapes of shadows to the object casting the sheideu-

Obeerve how shadows fall according to the position of the gun.

Foilowior Ger,P.ral Science - many good activities in science books

toncert-Natter exists in various forms: solid, liquid. was

(activities)
Heat Activity: testing the reaction of color to heat
Cut squares of cloth or paper, making them all the same size but of dif-
ferent colors. Have the children place the squares lightly on the snow
on a sunny day when there is no wind to blow the squares away. Leave these
squares on the snow several hours. Then remove them and observe the amount
of snow that has melted under each one. Ask the children to discuss the
result of this experiment in terms of how different colors absorb heat and
What colors of clothing are best in various seasons.

Liquid Activity: experimenting withireezing liquids
Gather a variety of containers made of different materials (tin, glass,
plastic, cardboard, aluminum, iron, steel, brass, and rubber. Fill these
containers with water and place them outside in cold weather so that the
water will freeze. Observe the freezing process, noting the part of the
containers the water freezes first.

Frcent-All things fall]

(activities)
Considering Gravity:
The force of gravity is usually taken for granted. Help the children to
see the importance of gravity in keeping the balance of nature. Seeds drop
to the ground in order to take root and grow new plants. Rain falls, bring-
ing life to plants and animals. Animals that live on the surface of the
ground may obtain their entire food supply f:rom falling objects sucl as seed,
nuts and fruit. Leaves and dead branches that drop from trees decor and
enrich the soil for plant life.

Encourage the children to find as any examples in nature as they can of the
importance of gravity. For instance, frogs have large and strong hind legs
to help them jump against gravity's force; and the wings of birds must be
both strong and light to overcome gravity.
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General Science (cont.)

lasmr,,-Miehines are tools of work

(activities)
Recognizing nom simple machines: examples
The woodpecker's bill acts as a wedge in splitting pieces of wood; the
woodsman's ax illustrates the wedge.

Levers: Oars are used to row a boat; a fishing pole or rod operates as a
lever in the hands of a fisherman. A person lifts something and his arms
act as levers operating with the elbow as fulcrums. A seesaw illustrates
the law of the lever.

1:oncegehinge grow and than.

(activities)
Relating shadows and seasons- -
Once a week for a period of six or eight weeks at the same time of day and
in the same spot, have the children measure the length and direction of
their shadows. The shadow of a flag pole on the playground or of some simi-
lar object may be measured instead of the children's shadow if desired.
At the end of the period of measuring and keeping records, ask the children
to try to tell what they can about the changes in shadow length and direction
brought about by a change in season. They may wish to use reference books
to obtain information on this subject.

Observe the falling leaves itt fall.

Observe and study the changes that take place in the spring.

Make a chart of changes that take place in each season.

Write stories about each season which they like best.

tOncent-There is ft;777717LTIEt17111

(activities)
Report phases of the moon,, Identify surfaceleatures through spotting scope.

Observe a rainbow.

Identify cloud types.

Observe the sunrise.

Tell time by the sun.

Study the stars (locating some of the constellations and learning the stories
and legends about them).

Discuss man -made satellitestheir orbit and functions.

towoln, and identifying constellations in the night sky.
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Arts and Crafts
General Objectives:
A. To give the child an opportunity to explore a variety of natural

media

B. To encourage the child to express his imaginative ideas as well as
realistic ones

opt -There is beauty in nature.

(activities)
Make mobiles--pine cones, leaves, seeds, bits of wood.

Blueprint flowers, leaves or grasses (pp. 99-100 Curriculum Enrichment
Outdoors).

Spider -web print: Use a dark piece of cardboard (black) or constru:-;tion
pac4r. Spray white paint (lacquer) on web until it is coated with the
paint. Place board behind the web; the web will stick on the board or
paper.

Preparing a display of insects, plants, rocks.

Make buttons !Tom nut shells.

Make a cast of a print or track (pr. 107-108, Curriculum Enrichment
Outdoors).

Make paints from rocks (p. 95, An Ecological Approach to Conservation).

Make place mats from leaves and grasses.

Make a feather fan.

Make bird feeders.

Make animals from paper and cardboard.

Make weed arrangments.

Make potato animals (such as porcupine).

Make paperbag animals.

Make seedpod corsages.

Decorate with seeds.

Find ext*s of characteristics of abstract art in nature.

Record how many colors you can observe in a small area limited by a circle
with a two-inch diameter.

Finding "linen" in the environment:
a. circle - sun, moon, berry, woodpecker's hole



Arts and Crafts (cont.)

b. zig-zag - tree rings, edges of leaves, building and trees on the
horfton.

c. wavy- path of a brook, ripple of water, soil
d. straight - tree trunk, vein in a leaf, a pine needle, a blade of

grass
e. finding other shapes in the environment

27

Find design in movement:

a. draw lines to show how different birds fly
b. draw lines to show how branches wave in the wind
c. draw lines to show how clouds move in the sky

read design in sound:

a. draw a sound the way it might be put down on paper, using dots,
light lines, dark lines, zig-zags, spirals, straight and wavy
lines (wind in grass and trees, squirrel's noise, dog's bark)

Find design in colors

using rocks, sticks, leaves, etc.--rub on sandpaper to see the color

Find design in texture:

draw and deccribe the following--bark of trees, stumps, blade of grass,
sidewalk, feather

Construct collages from natural materials ensch as cones, pebbles, twigs,
leaves, etc.

Draw a picture about a story read in the outof-doors.

Use wood charcoal from a fire to make a sketch.

Make animal figures out of objects such as twigs, stones and seed.

Find different shadarof the same color in nature.

Imbed natural materials in plastic to make jewelry.

Use tumbled stones for key chains.

Bofl roots for nature dye.

Gather roots and odd shaped limbs for a crazy zoo.
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Music and Movement

tSaage2 - he sounds of the be music.

(activities)
Imitate animal sounds.

Indian dances and songs

Interpreting animal movement

Make instruments--rhythm (willow whistle, etc.)

Record animal sounds.

Make up outdoor songs.

Imitate city sounds.

Make and play primitive instruments.

Sing nature songs.

Play singing games (Simon Says).

Imitate wind, rain, etc.

Dance to natural rhythm and sounds much as wind in trees or grasses, flow-
ing water, calls of insects or other animals.

Sing the Kuckuck Song (Melody Time).

Playing Indians (Melody Time).

Dakota Hymn (The Girl Scouts of the USA Pocket Songbook, p. 25).

Navajo Happy Song (The Girl Scouts Pocket Songbook, p. 26).

Mathematics
General Objectives:
A. To use standard measuring instruments
B. To understand the relationship between arithmetic and everyday life

LEopcent-Measulment is everywhere

(activities)
Learn to use a compass: With a compass determine the north position to
landmarks within a sight. Walk to them and try to return to the starting
point using only the compass. (Obtain ccmpass game from Mobile Unit)



Mathematics (cont.)
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Measurement:
a. Measure wind, velocity, temperature and precipitation.
b. Measure distance between trees and buildings.
c. Learn personal measurements to use as an estimate (hand span, pace).
d. Dry measure--Weight bushel of corn, wheat and WIZ& (observe differences).
e. Measure how far away lightning is. (Refer to Curriculum Enrichment

Outdoors, p. 76)
f. Estimate height of tree by ratio.
g. Count the growth rings in a tree.
h. Compare weight of different kinds of rocks of the same size.

Individual Activities:
Learn to use a bank and store.

Discuss street and home numbers.

Take a tree census. Count all the trees of each variety that can be seen
in a walk around the block or along a woodland trail.

Guess the number of leaves on a limb.

Count songs in a music book that deal with pets and nature.

Learn counting songs.

Use number and size concepts on the playground.

Compose counting rhymes.

Build word meaning concept. (example: high, higher, and highest)
What do you see Wb in the air?
Are the clouds. higher than the trees?
What is the highest thing you see?

Collect objects to be used as counters such as acorns, etc.

Follow-up for - Measurement is everywhere.

Measure the room and desks and tables.

Make a chart showing concepts of words using trees and buildings; animals,
etc. (high, higher, etc.)

Make a counting board using materials gathered.

Draw a map of school grounds showing (to scale) the size of the buildings, etc.

Language Arts
General Objectivei:
A. To express oneself well in both written and spoken word.
B. To read and interpret correctly.

ConceptSenses can help in discovering things.
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Language Arta (cont.)

(activities)
Listening:
Listen and describe sounds inthe out-of-doors. Examples: sounds
made by birds, insects, rustling of leaves, wind, water, rainfall, motor
vehicles, etc.

4

Learn how to listenon a trip, often for children to think how to
describe sounds heardhave stud nts close eyes and raise a finger for
each different sound heard.

I

Listen to nature, adventure, or; /historical stories in the out-of-doors.

Weavb sounds into stories. TeChnique: Let each child or a small group
select one source (animal, vehicle, etc.) and imitate its sound each time
it is mentioned in a story. (The story may be real or created.)

oanceet-New words are learned through involvement and ideas,

(activities)
See likenesses and differences of shapes, colors, and sizes.

Use references for comparisons and identifications.

Record new words.

Writing words in the sand, snow, or moist earth.

List and use adjectives for describing appearances.

Learn words to describe sound.

Keep a card file of new words defined and in alphabetical order.

Make one sentence descriptions.

ilancept-Information Rained should be orgalialzEd2

(activities)
Use informative clues -- example --Rave each group of students write down
four or five statements giving information about the object or animal. Have
atatements one at a time read. Write down or give a gdess after each clue.

Identify animal homes during a nature walk.

Identify and describe animal tracks.

Organize sense impressions: ExampleGame of We Saw, We Heard, We Felt,
We Taste, and We Smell in telling about something in the ontdoors.

Write descriptive labels for a nature trail.

Use children as living labels to mark trails.
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Language Arts (cont.)

Blinding and Describing Game--Blindfold each student, give each one an
object to describe. Have the group identify from clues given by each
person.

Concept-Ideas formed by listening, speaking, reading, and writing may be
stimulated by experiences out-of-doors.

(activities)
Writing one-sentence descriptions

Composing rhymes (rope-skipping, counting, etc.)

Writing tall tales and stories

'.Writing and reading poems

Make a personal record. Example--Copy names, colors, and sketch different
flowers. Keep in a book. Other things may be used in the same manner.

Dramatizations-
Dramatize actions observed outdoors.
Work with puppet heads.
Describe different shapes of sticks to class or group.

Concept - Involvement brings awareness and understandin&j

(activities)
Conduct group discussions. Hold small group discussions about some out-
door observation or experience.

Evaluate an activity.
Define and describe.
Identify important parts.
Present various points of view or the value of the activity.
Extend the understandings that have been gained.
Express conclusions systematically.

Handle social introductions

Introduce speakere.

Comment on the progress of others and events.
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LtagailaArts (cont.)

Follow-up for - Language Arts

Make a chart of the new Words learnel out-of-doors.

Use the words in reports, stories, and poems.

Make a card file of the new words, defined and in alphabetical order.

Print labels for signs and charts.

Draw a picture of a tree--list as many adjectives as possible about the
tree (any object might be used).

Writejetters telling about the field trips.

4

Social Studiei
General Objectives:
A. To create an interest in and inderstanding of local history
B. To create an understanding of the relationship between man and his

environment.

IConcept -Maps show shape and size.

(Activities)
Make a rough sketch map of the school grounds or part of the grounds.

Make a rough map of several of the blocks surrounding the school. Indi-
cate by means of symbols the outstanding features of the area. (Are
there any points of historical significance? Where did the old school
building or the original portion of the present one stand? Which are
the oldest houses in the area?)

Sketch a map of the school grounds,to show areas that are similar to
forests, prairies, arid land, cultivated land, moist lands, and other
special regions.

Concept-4.18n lives in his environment.

(activities)
Study topsoil, What is topsoil composed of? How thick is it in an
undisturW area near the school? If it takes 300 years to make an inch
of topsoil, what has gone on in this spot since the first soil was formed?

Judge an area as a "Pioneer homesite." Think of the advantages--and
disadvantages of the area. Use a pioneer checklist, including food, ink,
dyes availability.

Dramatize Pioneer problems.
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Social Studies (cont.)

7,eToT-Ti.me is relative)

(activities)
d Collect historical information about the community.

Study a tree stump record- -when cut, age by rings, how old the children
were in comparison to the tree, etc.

onc t-Man relates to his environment'

(activities)
'Note the influence of environment on people's way of life.

Observe the relation of a fart to the economy of an area.

Study places of interest in relation to community life--Indian mounds,
an old cemetery, Fort Nashboro, Traveler's Rest.

Investigate the economic effects of storm damage.

Discuss precautions against storm dangers.

Study water sources. (rivers, streams, springs, pumps, river, resevoir)

Prepare and use flour. (See page 65 in Curriculum Enrichment Outdoors)

Compare insect activities with human occupations. (diggers of tunnels;
corn borers, bark beetles and utility workers: fireflies and masons: mud-
daubers and paper makers: hornets, paper wasps, etc.

Compare man's inventions with nature's devices.

Find evidences of haw man has affected his environment.

Obtain old tools and discuss and demonstrate how man used them.

Observe old buildings and tell how they might have been built.

Take a walk in the neighborhood. Discuss wires underground and above.
Discuss objects along the way. An excellent reference is Young Scientist
Takes a Walk by George Barr.

Visit a sewage plant.

Have an outdoor pageant about a local historical event.

Find and study Indian relics and articles. Visit the mounds of the early
Indians of Nashville.
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Social Studies (cont.)

Follow-up for Social Studies

Draw maps of the area as it might have been before the school was there,
when the pioneers were there, and Whto early man might have been there.

Make a model of early houses that might have been in the area.

Make a model of a stone grave. Show how the Indians lived then.

Make a chart shoving how man came to this areashow some of the things
etch type did.

Draw a chart showing Whit is under the street - -where the lines come from
and where they go.

Make a model house showing all the lines and pipes and where they go.

Draw a map showing nearby areas and buildings that help the school and
home (fire house, power plant, storm drains, etc.)

Have an "old timer" come to visit and tell about fleetly days" and write
about what he tells.
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OUTD3CR EDUCATION
FOR

hADF

Language Arts
General -flentivem:
A. To he %ildren urie of sensory crgans, such as hearing, touch-

ing, smelling, tasting,' and observ!ng.
B. To increftse the ability ofeach pupil to express himself well in both

written and spoken word.
C. To crea'e an appreciation Is the aesthetic value of the outdoors.
D. To deve;np :remillfty %rad dramatics centered around the outdoors.

toncent-Creative expression can be stimulated by outdoor experiences.'

.children listen to the sounds around them.

Discuss the sounds heard.

Let pupils imitate sounds heard, especially those not recognized.

Lead the pupils into using original word combinations and to an interest
in creating various word pictures.

Help children make a list of all the blunds heard and their isourc during
an outdoor experience. Let the list be the basis tr a story.

Encourage children to recognize likeness and differences.

Help to imprint a new word in the child's mind by writing the word immedi-
ately in the soil, or sand or snow with a stick or the finger.

Make a list of all types of sounds heard, such as rustle, buzz, rumble.
Ask the child for suggeettona of words to describe each of these sounds,
such as LAW (rustle, Insistent (buzz), and low - Hitched (rumble).

Encourage the use of words such as faint, rustle in recording the sights
and sounds of the day.

(activities)
List five or six adjectives that might apply to objects-

a. seen d. felt
b. heard e. tasted
c. smelled

Hake a combined of the objects to which each adjective might be applied.
Example:

a. soft--moss,'dandrlion "parachutes," fog, piles of clouds, step& of
an ant
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Language Arts (cont.)

b. rough-elm bark, gravel road, wind, chaLcr of a squirrel
c. sharp- -word, smoke, pointed g7ass, t-11,e jay's scram, locust tree,

thorn

Encourage the children to.listet for new words in the speech of cther people.

Keep a class card dictionary or T,rw c-s-:arulary learued it cohnctiot with
outdoor experiences.

a. Define each word
b. Illustrate each word
c. Alphabetize words

Watch for opportunities to emphasiza cbjccts or events that will ccntribute
to-the enrichment or vord meanings.

a. Write up a fictislous diary of a person who might -..ave-f
lived in an old house, '..raveted an cld road, or played
in .the woods.

b. Dramatize stories about ,ife in the woods.
c. Have tte children compoqo the ending for an unfinished story

stout the oLt-of-doom;

Write or tell a story of life in a oond iron the frog's point of view.

References:

Adler, Irving. The Sun and Its Family New York. The John pay Co., 1958

Adelson. Leone, All Ready fyr Summer, Eau rlaire, Wisconsin, E. M. Hale and Co., 1961

Britannica Junior, editor, Animal anG Plant Life Study Guide, Chicago: Encyclopedia
Britannica, 1957

Doane, Pelagie, A Book of Nature, New -ark: Oxford University 1-ress, 1922

Fletcher, Helen Jill, The Nature Book, New York: Paxton. Slade Publishing Corp., 195L

Huchins, Rose E., This Is. a Flower, New York. Dodd, Mead and Co., 1963

Jensen, David Charlem, Hy Hobby is Collenting Rocks and Minerals, Nei' York: Hart
Book Co., Inc., 1955

Jensen, Amy Elizabeth. Mushrooms Ferns and Mosses, New Yo-k: Wonder Books, 1965

Mathewson, Rotert, The How and Why Wonder Book of Reptiles, New York: Wonder Books
Ync., 1960

Miner, Frances M. The Adventure cook of_ i:r3win&Ttantq New York Capitol Publish-
ing Co., Inc., '1959
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Language Arts (cont.)

Reed, W. Maxwell, Patterns in the Sky: The Story of the Constellations, New York:
William Morrow and Co., 1951

Rood, Ronald N., The How and Why Book of Ants and Bees, New York: Wonder Books
Inc., 1962

Rood, Ronald N., Butterflies and Moths, New York: Wonder Books Inc., 1960

Rood, Ronald N., Ins_ ects, New York: Wonder Books-Inc., 1960.

Perry, John and Jane Greverus, Exploring the Forest, New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co Inc., 1962

Peterson, Willis and Jeffrey Church, Nature's Lumberjacks, New York: David-
. Steliart Publishing Co., 1961

Tannenbaum, Harold'E. and Nathan Stillman, We Read About Sounds and How They Are
Made, St. Louis: Webster Publishing Co., 1960

Wilson, Ruth, Outdoor Wonderland, New York: Lathrop, Lee, and Shepard Co., Inc. 1961

Mathematics
General Objectives:
A. To use standard measuring instruments (compass, ruler, tape, gallon,

body measure, etc.)
Bp To understand the relationship of arithmetic to everyday linty
C. To develop a capacity to estimate distance, time, quantity, space, etc.
D. To apply arithmetic skills to first-hand experiences in the out-of-doors.

Concept - Measurement is everywhere. 1

(activities)
Cutting and piling a cord of wood -what is a board foot?

Age of tree by ring count

Circumference and diameter of trees by use of the Baltimore stick and the
Merritt Rule. Both instruments may be constructed easily ix the classroom.
Construction and use are explained fully in Toadhing in the Outdoors by
Hammerman on pages 41 and 42.

Dimensions of camp buildings, school building

Distance in hiking, by pacing

Percent of slope by use of a clinometer. The clinometer may be constructed
in class to use in metsprtns angles in a vertical plane--that is commonly,
angle, measured between the horizontal and the position of some point above
or below the level of the observer. Construction is explained and illustrated
in Curriculum Enrichment Outdoors by Hug and Wilson on pages 85 and 196. It
may be noted that the construction of the clinometer is very much like the
astrolobe which is used to measure the angle of starts. This construction is



Mathematics (cont.)

explained in the section on astronomy. Perhaps one instrument could be
used for both purposes.

Make a surveyor's level: fasten an ordinary level to one end of a board
on inch thick, two inches wide, and perhaps four or five feet long. A
wooden level can be fastened with corner braces. The total length of the
board and the level whenassembled should be determined by the size of
those who will use the instrument. Construction is illustrated in Cur-
riculum Enrichment Outdoors on page 195.

Make an astrolobe to measure the angle of stars in the sky.

Explore the origin of measures and dramatize some of these origins. (Hug and
Wilson, page 73)

Sine the "Personal" Standard of measure. Personal measurements taken in
the ctrusaroom by children working in pairs can be useful in many ways out-
doors. Children can use such measurements often in judging heights and
sizes outdoors. Example: the length from the nose to the end of an out-
stretched hand was originally the yard measure. Useful measurements are
listed in ftg and Wilson on pages 72-73.

Estimatirml
Height a a tree or of a building can be estimated in several ways--
1)1nch to Foot- Starting from the tree(Al walk II steps or measure 11 units
and rlck the end point (X) with a long perpendicular stack; then measure
It*e unit more and mark that point (B). Sight from point (B) across the
'nick to the top of the tree. Mark on the stick the point where your
line of vision intersects the stick (T). Measure the distance from point
(X) to point (Y) in inches. This will be the height of the tree, in feet.

2)Penci1 Aitthod- Have a friend of knren height stand beside the tree. Stand
at a distance from him and hold a pencil or short stick at arms length and
sight across the top of it to point (Y). Slide your thumb up or down on
the stick until you are able to sight across the top of the thumb (1) to
point (X). Keep your thumb here the remainder of the method. Move the
pencil upward until you can sight across the top of your thumb to point
(f). Now sight across the top of your stick to a new point on the tree.
Repeat this until you have reached the top, keeping track of the number of
measurement (ICY) you have gotten. The height of the tree is this number
times the known height of the person acting as a measurement.

Inch to Foot Method:

A

Pencil Method:

000..



Mathematics (cont.)
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3)Phadow-Ratio Method- Measure the length of the tree's shadow (BA). Place
a stick in a perpendicular position from the ground and measure its shadow.
Both should be on the same slope. In the two similar triangles(CB4 and
(ZYX) you now know two sides of the smaller aad one side of the larger so
a problem can be made::CB/ZY '18A/YX or ZY x BA

YX

4)Biltmore Method- Clue a strip-of hard paper or cardboard on one slip ist a
yardstick Regin at one end and make marks 6.15 inches apart And number
them 1, tc. Stand 66 feet from the tree, hold arm out horizontally and
the stick :rtically at 25" from eye. Slide the stick up or down until the
top of the stick is in line with the top of the tree. Without moving the
head, sight to the bottom of the tree and see the place on the stick where
the line of sight crosses it. Each number means a 16 feet length.

.5)MuddV Water Method- Place a basin of muddy water on the ground, between
you and the tree. Step back from the basin a distance equal to that from
your eyes to the, ground. You should see the top of the tree reflected in
the water. If not, move the basin back until this is poosible. The distance
from the basin to the foot of the tree is the height'.
When AC he then BH AB

Shadow-Ratio Method:

(I

Biltmore Method:

Muddy Water Method:

z

01111111 IMIMI
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Mathematics (cont.)

Compare shapes of shadows.

Observe how shadows fall according to the position of the st.:a.

Comparison can be made among objects as to height, size, and distance.
Get the height of irees by ratio of shadow in relation to the height
of a known object and-its shadow.
Determine the ratio of number of members of one set to those in a
smaller or larger set.
Compare the size of shrubs generally with the size of trees.
Compare trees as to leaves, trunk, height, shape and color.

IcOt-kr,.2Cattaefulytra to record information.'

(activities)
Make tibles, charts- or graphs of the data collected in projects.

Graph temperature changes.

Graph star positions with Stellar Position Chart.

oncept-Many natural, oblects are geometric shapes.

(activities)
Find and name geometric shapes in an area. Draw pictures using these
shapes as a basis.

k:oncept-Maps tell in picture stories the location of placeiAZITTEWilg

(activities)
Make a transit.

Learn to use a compass.

Make a map of the school yard.

Determine direction from your school yard - -from your classroom.

Make a map of your community.

Lay a compass trail.

References:

Harding, Lowry W., Arithmetic for Child Development

Pattison, Going Places Series, How Far? Which Way? Where? Rand McNally & Co.



Mathematics (cont.)

Tannenbaum, Map- Making, Science Book Laboratory

Walch and Cordell, Colorful Teaching of Mathematics, J. Wenston Walch Publisher,
Box 1075 Portland, Maine.

Model Weather Station Kit. Models of Industry, Inc.

Competative Compass Game, Silva Inc., LaPorte, Indiana, Catalogue #1133.

social Studies
General Objectives:
A. Tq create an interest in the environment in which we live.
B.-,To teach children respect for work, appreciation for their heritage and

4 of the problems of their ancestors. Also, to teach responsible attitudes
toward natural resources.

C. To develop an understanding of democratic procedures and of group processes.
D. To develop an understanding of how a local government functions.
E. To develop good social relationships.

Concept--Man must live in his environment.

(activities)
Visit local spots of historical interest.

Dramatize events.

Map and model making

Find evidences cf how natural environment has affected man.

Explore for artifacts which provide clues of how the people lived.

Close eyes and determine what an object is by using the senses other than
seeing.

By observing old buildings, figure out how they were constructed.

Take a walk in the ne.ghborhood. Find out how many useful and important
functions a city street performs.

Looking for Indian relics

Make a community study of some small community nearby.

Put on a pageant about a local historical event.

Conduct group discussions.

Interview people in the community.

Indicate features on a map.

Use a compass in mapping streets.
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Social Studies (cont.)

Observe the relation of a farm to the economy of an area.

Investigate the economic effects oL .?torm damage.

Take precautions against storm dangers.

Study water sources.

Compare insect activities with human occupations.

Promote good outdoor manners and cooperation.

References:

Barr, George, Young, Scientist Takes a Walk, McGraw Hill Book Co., 1959.

Editorial Staff of Life and Lincoln Barnett, The World We Live In, New York,
Simon and Schuster, 1956.

Elliott, Lizzie P., Early History of Nashville, Board of Education, Nashville.

Hug, John W. and Wilson, Phyliss J., Curriculum Enrichment Outdoors, Harper
and Row, Publishers, 1965.

McFall, Christie, Maps Mean Adventure, New York, Dodd Mead and Co., 1961.

The Tree and the Trail, Holling and Holling, Mifflin Company, Boston, 1951.

Holling and Holling, Men of the Mississippi, Houghton Mifflin Co., Joston, 1951.

Science
Objectives:
A. To be able to recognize some of the common plants and an' _Als in the area.
B. To understand the inter-relationship of plant and anima. life.
C. To understand the need for conservation.

iConcept-Plants live and grow]

(activities)
Plant Life:
Observe characteristics of, plant life.
Observe conditions necessary for growth of plants.
Plan for conservation of plant life.

1)Collect a large variety of leaves to examine their parts, structure,
and similarities and differences. Press leaves between papers with
weights to dry them and keep them from curling up.

2)Make a collection of leaf prints. Place a leaf wrong side up on
some newspaper. Coat the veiny side with vaseline lightly, then
cover the leaf with a sheet of fresh typewriter carbon paper. Place
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Science (cont.)

a sheet of white paper over the leaf and rub the side of a round
pencil or towel back and forth several times over the paper. The
leaf will pick up a coating ..)f the carbon paper. Place the leaf
down between two fresh sheets of white paper and rub the top sheet
of paper.

3)Grow a potato plant in a shallow dish of water.

Sketch tree shapes (silhouettes):

Study bark patterns, textures, colors.

Find root systems (exposed by erosion).

Compare deciduous and coniferous tree characteristics.

Compail.;fruits, seeds, buds, leaf scars, leaves.
4

Figure the method used in cutting and reasons for cutting while examining
a tree stump.

Rub with pencil or crayon on paper to get an impression (tracing) of the
growth rings. (stumps)

Find decay and insect evidence. (stumps)

Find effects of people, animals, sunlight, shade, wind, water, etc. on
plant growth.

Find locations where plants grow (cracks in sidewalks, school buildings,
tree stumps, etc.).

Taste wild onions.

Find effects of plants on erosion and erosion on plants.

Rub plant pigments on sandpaper.

Keep records of the heights of small plants with strips of colored paper
by gluing the strips to a piece of cardboard to make a growth graph.

Study the roots of grass or other plants by carefully washing away the
soil.

Compare how seeds travel from place to place.

***Also, see activities and follow-up for Science under Grade Three- section.***

References:

Blough, Glenn 0., Plants Round the Year, New York, Harper, 1959.
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Science (cont.)

Buck, Margaret Waring, In Ponds and Streams, Nashville, Tenn., Abingdon, 1955.

Cormack, Maribelle B., The First Book of Trees, New York, Watts, 1951.

Jauss, Anne Marie, Our Friends the Forest. A Conservation Story, New York,
Watts, 1951.

Miner, Irene 0., The True Book of Plants We Know, Chicago. Children, 1953.

oncept-Some living things move.

(activities)
Note the different types of animal life and observe some members of each

group on your outdoor trips.

Compare the diffent ways animals and birds lit 'e.

Study animal tracks to see how animals move.

Activities for study of animal life:
Collect animals--visit a pond in the out-of-doors. Fill several jars
with water. In room temperature, open jars and let them ire exposed to
sunlight. After two or three days, obtain a drop of water with the
medicine dropper and place it on a slide; over this place a cover slip.
Examine with a microscope.

Collect and observe earthworms.

Collecting insects--to collect flying or jumping insects you will need
a net. (This can be made from materials brought from the home.) Insects
can be found in practically every habitat. Insects should be placed in
"killing jar" and brought back into the classroom for mounting.

Observe birds. (See "Observing Birds" activities for Grade Three, p.18 )

Build a bird feeding station.

**See activities and follow-up on Animal Life as described in the Science
section for Grade Three:
Concept-Insects are animals with six legs. (p.19 )
Concept- Animals live and grow. (p.20 )

References:
Cruikshank, Allan and Cruikshank, 1001 Questions Answered About Birds,
New York: Dodd, 1958.

Darby, Gene, What Is a Frog,? Chicago: Benefie, 1957.

Fabre, J. Henri, Insect Adventures, New York: Dodd, 1958.

Goudey, Alice, Here Come the Bees, New York: Scicknes, 1960.
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Science (cont.)

Kieran, John, An Introduction to Birds, New York: Doubleday, 1950.

Podendorf, Ills, The True Book of Animal Homes, Chicago: Childrens, 1360.

concept -Rocks are formed in many ways.]

(activities)
Identify rocks.

Study the types of rocks: a)igneous, b)sediMentary and c)metamorphic

Collect samples of different kinds of rucks in the community. Divide them
into groups according to similarities of color, shape, material, etc. Use
a handbook for identification of the re,ck.

Test for limestone. Using a medicine dropper, allow some vinegar or lemon
juice to fall on a piece of limestone. Bubbling on the surface of the rock
will occur. The limestone is made of calcium carbonate, which reacts with
the acid vinegar or lemon juice to form carbon dioxide gas.

Formation of layers by the settlement of sediments: Place pebbles or small
atones in a quart jar. These should be collected on a field trip to a pond,
lake, or beach. Fill the jar 1/3 to 1/2 full. Add water until the jar is
almost full. Screw the cap on tightly and shake vigorously. Put the jar
down and allow the materials to settle to the bottom; first the heavier,
coarser materials will settle to the bottom, and the lighter, finer particles
will form a layer on top.

On a field trip around the school grounds, have children collect rocks of
assorted size and description. Break into small groups, blindfold each pupil
and give each one a rock they collected. Have each child give a description
of the reek they have. See if they can identify the rock.

foncept-Minerals are the bricks of which the earth is madel

(activities)
Identify minerals b:,,f

color test, crystalive test, and hardness test

Classify minerals as:
metals, non-metals, and fuels

Stud; uses of minerals:
for plants, for animals, and for economy of Man

Make a ast of all of the things we use from petroleum products.

Shag by attempting to grow a plant in the absence of soil,which contains
minerals and growing a plant in rich mineral soil.

Tt water evaporate in a dish and observe the crystflls formed.
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Science (cont.)

cent -Soil is made un_of many things,

(activities)
What is soil?

How is soil formed?

Study the uses of soil.

Learn about 14)11 conservation.

Obtain soil samples from a moist area and a dry area, and with the menses
analyse the two samples.

Show examples of soil erosion la:thin the school environment.

Obtain samples of two different kinds of soil, place each in a separate jar
of water and observe the specific gravity of each.

Follow-up for - Rocks, Minerals and Soil

Make a chart of the different kinds of rocks in this area

Draw a picture shoving how we use rocks.

Use tumbled rocks to make key rings, jewelry (findings on Mobile Unit).

Use different kinds of rocks to "paint" a picture on sandpaper.

Investigate minerals in the soil by pouring a mixture of soil and water
through a filter. Put the water aside in a glass pie pan. Look at it when
the water evaporates. The materials left in the pie pan is the mineral in
the soil.

Get sand, garden soil, and humus soil; make holes in three coffee cans; put
the cans on top of a jar; put a cupful of soil in each can; pour a cupful of
water in. each can; watch to see which soil holds the water the longest. Why?
Time how long it takes the water to run through each kind of soil.

References:
Victor, Edward, Science for the Elementary School, MacMillan Co., New York,
1965.

Gates, Richard, The 'fru: Book of Conservation, Chicago: Childrens, 1959.

Harland, W. B., The Earth: Rocks, Minerals, and FINisils, New York: Watts, 1960.

Parker, Bertha M., The Earth's Changing Surface, New York: Harper, 1958.

Siloam, Millicent E., Birth of an Island, New Yor0: Harper, 1959.
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Mathematics (cont.)

Time of Day:
Telling time ty the s

Makv-a sun '.ial. This activity is explained and illustrated in Arithmetic
for Child Develo nent y Lowry W. Harding.

Use a watch as a y61.,pass .

Relate shadows to seasons.

Estimate the number in a set:
This is explained more fully in Hug and Wilson on page 88.

Concept -An average is used with a set of unequal values.

(activities)
Average temperature readings.

Check pace at a 100 ft. distance; find the average after five trials.

Find the average annual growth of a tree each year by measuring each tree
ring.

Use crickets as "thermometers." If the day's temperature is between 55 and
100, a cricket can help the children to estimate the temperature with rea-
sonable accuracy. To determine the number of degrees of temperature, the
children should count the number of times the cricket chirps in 15 seconds
and then add 40. Before doing any figuring, see if the class can tell
whether the chirping will be faster or slower in hot weather than in cooler
weather. Also ask the children to try to write the simple formula for
finding the number of degrees of temperature (T), when the number of cricket
chirps is represented by (C). (T.C+40)

Poncept-A compass shows direction. (See Teaching in the Outdoors, Hammerman, p.38)

(activities)
Learn the parts of the Silva Compass.

Organize a "Destination Unknown" hike.

Secure the Competative Compass Came from Silva Inc., LaPorte, Indiana,
(Catalogue #1133) for 75C. The game calls for the setting up of a compass
course and requires measuring the individual pace of each child. This is a
very worthwhile activity.

tonEept-Shadows come from

(activities)
Estimate the length of.a shado4 in relation to the object casting it.

Mark the position of the shadow on the ground with chalk or sticks.
. (Mote the change in length and position after a few minutes and hours.)
What causes the shadow to move?

Compare the shadows cast by the flag pole, posts, trees, persons, buildings,etc.
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Science (cont.)

oncept-Weather affects the lifer growth, and development of all living things. 1

(activities)
Vocabulary study:

1)air masses, 2)veather fronts, 3)hurricane, 4)tornadoes, 5)thunderstornm

Predicting the weather:
1)measuring air pressure, 2)measuring wind direction and speed, and
3)measuring relative humidity

Learning activities for studying weather:
Examine weather maps
Make a day-to-day weather forecast
Hake a weather vane
Make a rain gauge
Set up a weather station

Compare cloud formations.

Find wind speed with wind measurer (card and thread) and flag movement.

Find wind direction with balloons and bird feather vane.

Compare effects of objects (such as buildings or vegetation) on wind.

Explore little climates (differneces in temperature in different places on
the school ground).

See the effect of rain on soil erosion (set up splash boards and water coil
with a watering can).

References:
Antoine, Tex, Wonders of the Weather, New York: Dodd, 1962.

Bonsall, George, The How and Why Book of Weather, New York: Grosset, 1960.

Gibson, Gertrude H., About Our Weather, Chicago: Children., 1960.

Hitte, Kathryn, Hurricanes. Tornadoes. and Blizzards, New Ynrk: Random, 1960.

Schrreider, Herman, Everyday Weather and How it Works, New York: McGraw, 1961.

1Concept-Man must preserve his natural environment both for today and the future.

Objectives: to teach the appreciation of the out -of -doors and to show the plan
of nature through a "web of life."

(activities)
Hake a compose pile to have rich dirt for spring planting. Take flowers, etc.
out and bury so it can enrich the soil.

Divide the school grounds into areas for each room. This will be their responsi-
bility to keep clean and to improve with conservation measures if needed.
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Science (cant.)

Talk about conserving water.

What are natural resources?

Conserve natural plant life. What is the value of plants'

Why are natural resources important to man?

Teach the "web of life" idea with the films, "The *mid at Your Feet," and
"The Web of Life."

Discuss the use of animals under the ground.

How is soil made?

Find foot systems exposed by erosion.

Test bark thickness.

Rubbing with pencil or crayon on paper to get an impression (tracing) of
growth rings of a stump.

Study.the roots of grass or other plants by carefully washing away the soil.

Compare how seeds travel from place to place. Look around to see if you can
determine where a seed for a new plant might have come from.

Follow-up for Conservation

Make a display showing how water will run down a slope not planted and will
not run on one that is planted.

Make a display case of earth, showing earthworms at work.

Make a chart showing soil in layers (glue to board). Use corer to get soil
sample (Mobile Unit).

Make a chat of soil samples from around the school. Show which is the best.

Set up a brae hive in the window; watch the bees (Mobile Unit).

Make a chart with pictures showing how wind, rain and sand can wear down
an area.

References:
Ashbaugh, Byron L., Trail Planning and Layout.

MacMillan, Dorothy Lou, School Camping and Outdoor Education.

Stapp, William B., Integrating Conservation and Outdoor Education into the
Curriculum.

Gates, The True Book of Conservation.

Hamm and Mason, An Ecological Approach to Conservation. 1964.
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Science (cont.)

(activities)
Draw pictures and star maps of constellations so that you will be able to
recognize them in the sky. Find the Constellations, pp. 18-19, 22-23

Take a star hike. Learn some of the constellations, such as the Big Dipper,
Orion, and Cassiopeia. Another valuable learning experience is finding out
how to locate the North Star, using the "pointers" in the Big Dipper. Point
out the constellations by the help of s -flashlight focused in a narrow beam.
Scout Field Book, p. 360

Read stories about the constellations. Star Legends, by Clark Wiggler

compose stories about the stars. Let the children make up these stories
using their own backgrounds and experiences in their accounts.

Make a star map of the important constellations. 700 Science Experiments
for Everyone, p. 68

Make a constellation flash card set; use as a game.

Visit the planetarium at the Children's Museum.

Make a cardboard planetarium. See Step,ing Stones to Nature by R. O. Bale,
p. 25.

Make star trails using a camera. 700 Experiments for Everyone, p. 68.

Make a papier-mache heaven. See Bale, p. 26.

Make a blue print of the stars. See Bale, p. 27.

Learn. how to read the star clock. Bale, p. 16-17.

Learn to plot star positions on a stellar position chart. 700 Experiments
for Everyone, p. 68.

Be able to recognize what stars appear when and in what seasons. Scout
Book, pp. 355-356

Make a cardboard astrolobe for measuring the angle of stars. The World
Book Encyclopedia, p. 674 (Also see Navigation and Sextant)

Follow-up for - There is something more than the earth.

Make a planetarium (Dir.tction from ODE office).

Make a chart with star patterns on it.

Make up a story about a star pattern.

Make a papier-mache heaven (Directions from ODE office).

Draw pictures of a star legend.
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Science (cont.)

Use flash cards to learn star patterns. (Mobile Unit)

Make a scrapbook of star patterns.

References:
A Beginner's Star Book, K. McReady (G. P. Putnam's Sons).
Excelleat introduction to the wonders of the heavens.

A Dipper Full of Stars, Lou Williams (Follett Publishing Company).

Discover the Stars, Gaylord Johnson (Leisure League).
Studying stars, the project method.

Find the Constellations, H. A. Rey (Houghton Mifflin Company).

.Neigiibors in Space, W. B. White (Rand McNally)

Star Legends Wi Clark. Wissler.

Scout Field Book, James E. West and William Hillcourt.

700 Science Experiments for Everyone, compiled by Unesco (Doubleday and Co.).

Starcraft, W. H. Barton and J. M. Joseph (Whittlesey House).
A novel method of finding the constellations.

Stepping Stones to Nature, R. O. Bale (Burgess Company).

Teaching in, the Outdoors, Hammerman and Hammerman (Burgess Publishing Co.).

(activities)
Learn what the compass is and how to use it. (See Scout Fie2d Book, pp. 37-40)

Learn how to orientate your map. This means nothing more than lining up your
map so that north on your map is pointing to the same north as in the field.
(Scout Field Book, pp. 56 -58)

Learn about the scale of miles. This is usually located at the bottom of
the map. (See Good Times with Maps, p. 15)

Know the directional signs, N4-E-1W.

Notice the map legend on each map (map symbol).

Use your compass to go on a treasure hunt -all messages giving distances
and compass directions.

Use the compass to go on a "Destination Unknown Hike." Scout Field Book

Learn how to measure paces. Science Book-Lab Map- Making, p. 18.

Learn how to find distances on a map. Tannenbaum, p. 21.
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Science (cont.)

Make a map of your school room, school grounds, or community. Tannenbaum, p.24

Learn how to measure angles using a protractor and a transit. Tannenbaum,

pp. 28-34.

Folim.up for - A compass shows direction.

'
Make !L "salt" map of the school area, showing contours etc.

Draw a map of "your" house, pace off the distance.

Make a chart showing contours around the school.

Mike a chart shoving all types of maps.

Nskefa chart showing map symbols.

'Hake g dispilay of old maps.

References:
Camping and Outdoor Fun, Major Mauno A. Lindholm, Hart Publishing Company.

Good Timee With Maps, Irene Estap (Belmont Publishing Company).

Skim Boy Scouts of America.

Science Book Lab Maz_takki, Harold E. Tannenbaum and Nathan Stillman,
(Science Materials Center, Inc.).

Scout Field Book, James E. West and WilliamBillcourt, Boy Scouts of America.

Teaching in the Outdoors, Donald R. Hammerman and William M. Hammerman,
Burgess Publishing Company).

Arts. Crafts. and Music
Objectives:
A. To develop an appreciation for arts, omits, add music.
B. To shay relationship of art and music to cultures of different people.
C. To encourage group singing for fun and relaxation.
D. To emphasise the importance of rhythm.
B, To consider art and music as a part of everyday living.
F..To encourage expression in imaginative and realistic ideas.
G. To develop interests which will lead to profitable use of leisure time.
H. To develop skills with coupon tools.

(activities)
Arts:
Find linos in the environment-

a)circle - nun, moon, berry, etc.
b)zig -rag - tree rings, edges of leaves

c)vavy path of a brook, soil

d)straight - tree trunk, vein in a leaf, a pine needle, blade of grass
e)finding other shapes in the environment
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Arts. Crafts. and Mdsic (cont.)

Find design in movement-
a) Draw lines to show how different birds fly.
b) Draw lines to show how branches weave in the wind.
c) Draw lines to show how clouds move in the Sky.

Find design in sound-
s) Draw a sound the way it night be put down on.paper. Use dots, light

lines, dark lines, zig-sagsj spirals, straight and wary lines.
(wind in grass and trees, squirrel's sound, dog's bark)

Find design in color- Use rocks, sticks, leaves, etc. to rub on sandpaper to see
the color.

Find design in texture- Draw and describe the following: bark of trees, stumps,
bladsof grape, sidewalk, feather.

Coq:Art.:et...collages from natural materials such as cones, cheeD, pebbles or twigs,

leaves, etc.

Music:
Imitate bird calls.
Match tones.
Compost song*

Make and use drain, rattles, etc.
Use rhythmic patterns in jumping.
Do "Indian Dances."

Dramatise seed movements.

Crafts:
Make simple camp furnitures.
Make picture frames.
Wood carving

Make paints.
Prepare clay for modeling.
Make mobiles.

Collect a "natural alphabet."
Collect animal forms observed in wood.
Prepare a woodland terrarium.

Make grass baskets
Use acorn caps for miniatures.
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Arts Crafts, and Music (cont.)

References:
Drawing for Boys by Vaughan-Jackson, Pitman, 1956.

Arts from Scrap by Carl Reed and Joseph Orze. Davis Pub., Inc., 1960.

Let's Go To the Brook by Harriet E. Huntington, Doubleday, 1952.

The True Book of Sounder We Hear by Illa Podendorf, Children's Press, Chicago,
1955.

Nature Craft by Ellsworth Jeoger, MacMillan Co., New York, 1961.

Drawing Birds by Joy Postle, Pitman Pub. Corp., 1963.

Let's Whittle by W. B. Hunt, The Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee, 1962.

Sketching Out of Doors by Leonard Richmond, Pitman Pub., 1960.

How to Sketch, Pitman Pub. Corp., 1960.

Southern Nature Stories by W. B. Baker, Lucien Harris Jr., Wallace Rogers,
Turner E. Smith & Co., 1946.

Sing a Song of Seasons, Sara and John Brewton, The MacMillan Company,
New York, 1963. (Poem book)

Currl.culum Enrichment Outdoors by John Hug and Phyllis Wilson, Harper and
Row, 1965.

Nature Craft by Richard F. Dempewolff, Capitol Publishing Co., 1965.

Rnifecraft by Nik Drevitaky, C. Howard Hunt Pen Co., 1954.

Drawing Sea and Sky by Victor Perard, Pitman Publishing Corp., 1957.

Naturecraft Creatures by Joseph W. Lippincott and G. J. Roberts, J. B.
Lippincott Cc., 1964.

Fun With Naturecraft by Avery Nagle and Joseph teeming, J. B. Lippincott Co.,
1964.

The Art of Driftwood and Dried Arrangements tr.F Tatsuo Ishimoto, Crown Pub.,
Inc., 1953.

Easy Crafts by Ellsworth Jaeger, The MacMillan Co., 1947.

How To Do Nature "rthting by David and Jean Villasenor, Published by Walter
Foster.

Let's 'rind Out Wht's in the Sky, Martha and Charles Shapp, Franklin Watts,
Inc., 1961

The Art of Origami, Samuel Randlett, E. T. Dulton and Co., Inc., 1961.
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References

Books:
Barr, George, Young Scientist Takes a Walk, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1939.

Forester, Joseph E., Tree Sort Uurde, Crown Publishers, Inc.

Hammerman and Hammerman, Teaching in the Outdoors, Burgess Publishing, 1964.

Hug and Wilson, Curriculum Enrichment Outdoors, Harper and Row, 1965.

MacMillan, Dorothy Lou, School Camping and Outdoor Education, 1956.

West, Sort Guide to the Eastern Land Birds, Crown Pub., Inc.

Golden4Adventure Kits by Capitol

Films: (Found in the Metro Yilm Library unless otherwise mentioned)

Plants-
Plant Life and the Soil FS200
Balance Among Living Things FSI323
How Do Plants Help Us? FS1788
How Green Plants Make and Use Food F672
The Parts of a Plant FS2490
Telling Trees Apart FS219
What is Soil FB1947
Man Cooperates with Nature
How Trees Grow

Weather-
How Weather Helps Us F988
How Weather is forecast F900

Water-
Air and Water FS2063
Finding Out about Land, Air and Water FS1777
How Does Water Get into the Air? FS1803
The Water Cycle F1192
Life in Ponds, Lakes, and Streams FS747
Water, Water, Everywhere: Observing Things About is F1212

Animals-
Life Cycle of the Mosquito F63 F325
The Life Cycle of Insects FS2557
Finding Out About Thizga Around Us FS1779
Ardmais Change FS860 FS1506
Story of the Robin FS7932 FS1508
Birds are Interesting F164
Bird Homes F162 F163 F319
Birds of the Dooryard F191
Homes of Birds 37F

How Animals Get M.r 35F

How the Birds Get Their Color 26F
Fish and Amphibians 45F
Fresh Water Turtles and Fish 66F
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References (cont.)

Rocks, Minerals, and
How Nature Depends Soil 50F
How Soil is Formed 76F

Soil Conservation (14xn Cooperates With Nature)
What is Soil? EBF, 7;L47

I Went to the Woods
Rocks and Minerals

Health and Physical Education-
Health and Safety 50F
The Water We Drink
Fitness: Rhythmic Activities 40F

Maps and Compass-
Lers Look at Maps FS1220
Maps and Their Meaning F354 F147
Language of Graphs F641
By Map and Compass, Silva Films, Crawley Films Ltd., Dopt. of Conservation

Mathematics-
Base and Place F1947
Story of Weights and Measures F1171

Astronomy
Myths and Legends PS1432
Heroes of Greek Mythology FS1633 FS1638
Earth and It's Neighbors in Space 48F
The Sun's Family FS 57F
Finding Out About the Sky FS1778
Stars and Galaxies FS2238
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION
FOR

CRAPES FIVE AND SIX

Table of Contents:

Mathematics - objectives, concepts, activities, and follow-up
a. How close can an estimate be?
b. Measurement is everywhere.
c. Rate and Ratio
d. Graphs and Charts.

Ti Science - objectives, concepts, activities, and follow-up
a. A plant is a living; thing.
b. An insect is an arlal :with six legs and three body parrs.
c. All birds are r-'t same.
d.'Animals must live in their environment.
e; Reptiles and amphibians nre cold blooded animals with backbones.
f. Conservation is everybody's responsibility.
g. What is soil?
h. What is rock?
i. What is weather?
j. Maps show more than direction.

III Language Arts - objectives, concepts, ar:J:t.vities, and follow -up
a. Adjectives are everywhere.
b. Let's create words and sentences.
c. Let's dramatize.

IV Social Studies - objectives, concepts, activities, and follow-up
a. Man and His Environment.
b. Who has come before?

V Arts, Crafts, and Music - objectives, concepts, activities, and follow-up
a. Materials of Nature
b. Music is everywhere.

VI References
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OUTDOOR EVOCATION
FOR

GRADES FIVE AND SIX

Mathematics
General Objectives:
A. To use standard measuring instruments.
B. To understand the relationship of arithmetic to everyday living.
C. To develop a capacity.to estimate (time, quantity, distance),
D. To apply arithmetic skills to first-hand experiences in the outdoors.

spricept-An estimate is one method of measurement.!

(activities)
Temperature- Cricket chirps plus 40 (Count number of chirps in 15 seconds
And add 4C) to determine the temperature.

Estimate the height of a tree
**Sc:e pages 41 & 42 - Mathematics for Grade Four**

How close is lightning? After lightning has flashed, count slowly 1001,
1002, etc, until thunder comes. The last number you have counted is the
number of miles away the lightning has hit.

Measure how far away lightning is: Sound travels at 1110 feet per second.
Light travels at 86,000 miles per second. Light reaches the eye almost
instantly, thunder arrives after covering the intervening distance at a
speed of 1110 feet every second. Example of method to be used: If there
is an interval of five seconds between the flash of lightning and the sound
of thunder, then the lightning is 5500 feet away (5 times 1100 feet).

Estimate the number of trees in an acre of land.

Estimate the distance from one point to another--Find a given distance both
by pace and stepmark off 100 feet by having a child walk down and back
(on slope if possible). Add both way's results and take a average. Divide
this into 100 to get the length of a step; two steps equal a pace. (It is
easier to use a pace in walking off distances.)

Estimate and measure dimensions of a building and report on the percentage
of error.

Estimate the number of board feet in a tree. (See page 335 in Programs in
Outdoor Education by Freeberg)

Estimate distances (See page 341 in Programs in Outdoor Education, Freeberg)

Measure the width of a stream or river using the pace-angle method.
(See Teaching in the Out-of-Doors, page 56, Hammerman)

Measure the width of a stream or river using the Napoleon method.
(See Teaching in the Out-of-Doors, page 57, Hammerman)

Calculate the velocity of a riveror stream current. (See Teaching in the
Out-of-Doors, Hammerman, page 58)
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Mathematics (cont.)

tOncept-heasurement ieETTETrerl

(activities)
Make personal measurements: height to shoulder, height to waist, length of
reach, pace, hand span from thumb to little finger, nose fo length of out-
stretched hand, distance fro tip of middle finger to tip of middle finger
on other hand (arms outstretched), approximate height of person, length of
head from top to chin, length of foot.

Develop a realistic concept of an acre. (See Teaching in the Out-of-Doors,
Hammerman, p. 39)

Measuriag-surface areas to make a map. Make a measuring wheel. (Mobile Unit)

.1.1leastiie tree rings and work out problems i.e. Count the rings to see how
*long the tree has lived. If it was cut in 1964, when did it start to grow?
Look at the injury, or burn (depending on the stump) that shoWs up in the
seventh ring from the last. In what year did the injury occur? How old
was the tree? Compare this tree to other trees of this size. Take a core
sample of different types of trees to study the rate of growth. (Mobile Unit)

Measure the perimeter of the school site.

Construct an astrolabe -- use to measure angle of slope.(Mobile Unit)

Mark off contour lines on a hillside and then make a contour map of the
hill.

With a compass, walk the perimeter of an equilateral triangle and try to
end up at the starting point. (compass game on Mobile Unit)

Make a shadow clock to tell the time of day and relate the shadows to compass
directions. (See SteppingStones to Nature by Bale)

Use a topographic map and measure a distance. lay out a bee-line trail on

the map.

Measure the circumference and diameter of a tree and compare the two.

Lay out an area or activity area for a game or sport.

Draw a scale plot for a school garden or use of school grounds.

{Concept -Rate and Ratio are methods of comnarisonl

(activities)
Find a large ant running and measure the distance traveled in a short time.
Measure the ant and find out how many of its body lengths are represented

by distance traveled. Have children determine how far they would go if
they traveled the same number of own body lengths in the same period of

time. Figre the rate of speed (mph) this would represent,

Ant's body length = Student's body length
Distance ant traveled Distance student traveled
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Mathematics (cont.)

Figure the height of objects (telephone poles, trees) by the ratio of one
shadow to another. Put stake in ground on same slope as tree or pole.
Measure the shadow of the stake; measure the shadow of the tree or pole.
Measure from end of shadow to bottom of stake end tree or pole. You now
have two sides of a triangle on the tree and three sides on the stake.
You can figure the height of the tree and spare the ratio of the stake's
shadow to the tree s shadow.

Measu e a tree sh ow at different times of the_day and get the ratio of
the s a shadow.

Fractions and whole numbers: Take a tree census (determining kinds of
trees in a particular area). Talk about what fractional part of the total
tie red oaks were, etc.

Make a survey of different types and distributions of plants in a field.
Make a circle of vire, throw a certain number of times, and see how many
of a certain type of plants fall within the circle. (random sampling)

Find the cost of gravel needed for fixing the school road, or concrete for
pouring a sidewalk nearby. (See Programs in Ontlgor Education, Freeberg, p. 338)

Count the average number of trees in an acrt.

Average temperature and barometric readings for a week.

Gioent-Graohs and charts are useful methods of recording,'

(activities)
Plot a graph of the weather for a week.

Plot a graph of the heights of trees in relation to where they are on the
school grounds.

Plot the movement of the stars.

Plot the changing of a tree's shadow in relatifin to the time of day.

Chart the speed and distance covered by different children.

Use twine and stakes to make triangles, etc. -- measure and plot.

Follow-up for - Mathematics

Measure the room and figure how much tile it would take to cover the floor.

Draw a scale map of the school grounds. Make a contour map from this.

Make a graph of the weather forecasts for a week.

Make a chart showing sevtral ways to estimate the height of a tree.

Use facts from the out-of-doors to make problems.
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Mathematics (cont.)

Plot a graph showing the percentage of rainfall.

Plot a graph showing the amount of water coming down a slope.

Draw a chart showing personal measurements by percentage of human body.

try

Science
Objectives:

A.To be able to recognize some of the common plants and animals in the local
area.

B.To understand some of the interrelationships of plant and animal Life in
different environments

C.To understand the need for conservation of plant and animal life

(activities)
Make a color chart and paint pictures using the natural pigments from leaves,
stems, berries, seeds, flowers, decayed wood, and other plant parts.

Carefully wash away the soil from around the root systems of plants and
compare:

a. amount of plant underground to amount above %round
b. structure of root systems of different kinds of plants
c. root structures of the same kind of plant growing in different

locations
d. color, branching, fiber strength, and other distinctive character-

istics

Mark off, with stakes and string, three-foot square quadrats in different
locations and in different plant communities. Consider the following:

a. light intensity (found with a photographic light meter)
b. direction of sloping land surface
c. number of different kinds of plants
d. amount of bare ground and ground covered with vegetation of different

kinds. (Make a simple map of the quadrats showing your findings.)

Make a scientific study ring by shaping a wire clothes hanger into r circle.
To make a plant analysis of a lawn or field, randomly throw the study ring
twenty times and ;-,sep a record on a chart of how many times a particular
kind of plant occurs inside the ring. Make a sketch of each plant chosen
for study. Determine the percentage that the plant is found in the ring.
For example, if a chosen plant occurs. inside the ring during ten of the
twenty tosses, its distribution covers approximately 507. of the area.

Experiment with a commcn lawn plant such as a dandelion or plantain. Mark
each with a stake and pull off varying numbers of leaves from the plants.
Note how this treatment affects the plants.

Place carpet tacks or brads around the edges of a growth of lichen on a

tree. In a few months measure the growth rate of the plau,Z.
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Science (cont.)

Make a "tree clue" chart to ODserve trees through various seasons of the
year. Rule off an 81/2" x 11" sheet of paper so that it contains nine
vertical columns. At the top of each column write or abbreviate the
following words: tree shape, leaf arrangement, leaf shape, buds, bark,
flower, fruit, distinctive characteristics, and name. For each tree
observed describe or sketch in the appropriate characteristic if it is
observable. Find the nave of the tree by using a tree reference book or
tree key.

Place two differently colored thumb tacks twelve inches apart-. in a branch
of a fast growing shrub or tree and periodically measure and record dis-
tances between:

a. the two thumb tacks
b. the tacks and the vain trunk

. c. the tacks and the ground surface
d. the tacks and the tip of the branch

Place a plastic (polyethylene) bag around the leaves at the tip of a
branch of a plant and close the end of the bag tightly with a piece of
string or rubber band. After a few hours observe the inside of the bag.
What does this show?

Take a piece of paper (adding machine tape works well) and place over the
sawed cross-section of a tree stump. Rub the paper with the side of a
pencil and the growth rings will be recorded.

Estimate the age of conifers by counting the whorls of branches.

Have a student make a seed collecting burlap "suit" by cutting arm and
head holes in a burlap bag and have him wear it while walking through low
brush and weeds. (This works well in the fall.)

Follow-up for - A plant is a living thing.

Draw a chart showing the parts of a plent,,

Set up an exhibit showing kinds of seeds.

Put up a collection of pressed plantsharmil and helpful to man.

Make a chart showing how seeds travel.

Make a chart showing the uses of wood--put wood samples on it.

Make a scrapbook of leaf prints - -by blueprint, ozalid, or spatter. (Mobile Unit)

Make a scrapbook of uses of wood--with pictures, leaf prints, and story.

Make a report on proper cutting of trees and conservation.

Plant seeds in several types of soil--plot the growth.

Put one plant in dark, one in sunlight--plot the difference.
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Science (cont.)

Make a picture showing how paper is made.

Draw a map showing main types of trees in the United States.

Write a report on how man and animals help seeds travel.

Make up stories about what an old tree might have seen in its lifetime.

As a plant grows, mark its growth with colored tape on a stick. Measure the

rate of growth. Is it different?

Concept-An insect is an animal with three bo I its and six e

(activities)
4 Observe an ant hill. See how the "social" insects work.

Study feeding places of butterflies and moths. Why do they come to certain
spots to feed?

Collect, prepare and mount insects. Display them in areas i.e. types, help-
ful or harmful, parts of land (wet, dry, woody).

Turn over old log or large rock. Observe what lives there. Why?

Try to find the life cycle of an insect. Keep a cocoon until it hatches.
Identify the larva and pupa of insects as you find them.

Find out how we control pests. See how they destroy crops, plants and leaves.
(Observe tent caterpillars.)

Compare an insect community with single insect living.

Locate plants with aphids or plant lice. (use hand lens)

Examine several kinds of flowers to see where the pollen is and how the flower
is arranged to make it possible for insects to carry pollen.

Observe the behavior of animals such as ants or beetles and note the methods
of locomotion, other movements, reaction to heat, light, moisture, and touch.

Determine if grasshoppers and other jumping insects Jump in the same direction
when touched.

Compare the number and kind of animals found in a square foot of soil dug to
a depth of six inches to the animals found in plots '.orated in different places.

Make a survey of insects and the plants on which their evidences are found.
Estimate the total number of certain kinds of insects in an area.

Attetopt to find the :purees of pollen nhaaruPd on bees.

Develop a dichotomous identification key for a selected number of insects
or other animals found.
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Science (cont.)

Determine different speeds of locomotion of ants, other avimals, or of the
students in the class.

Determine if the position of the sun has an effect on the navigation ability
of certain insects.

Follow-up for - Insects are animals with three body parts and six legs.

Make a terrarium with soil, a small dish of water, moss, sod,

Put some caterpillars into a lamp-chimney cage (Mobile Unit).
leaves from the plant on which they were found. Observe them
make pupa cases, and change. Chart the change.

Mike a frieze showing the life cycle of an ant 3r bee.

Make a chart showing how social insects live.

and rocks.

Feed them the
as they feed,

Hi:ke a chart of the :nsects found in your school yard and indicate the foods
on which they live.

Study beeswax for its properties. Use beeswax on thread, chew it, use it
to smooth an iron.

Put in a bee hive, with outlet in window. Observe the bees as they work.

Fix an ant house - -watch them work.

Set up an exhibit showing the kinds of harm insects do.

Set up an exhibit showing how insects can help us.

Use collected insects to make picturesimbed in plastic.

Make a chart showing the products made by a bee from its body and explain
how they are made.

01F7Icept-All:birdis are not 1-.7,77;;;T1

(activities)
Make an analysis of materials found to nests and other protective shelters
used by animals,

Identify birds and their location to determine if they prefer certain habitats.

Compaz size of birds to that of the crow, robin, and English sparrow.

Record the most striking colors on various birds when they are perched or
flying.

Observe and describe the behavior of birds.
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Science (cont.)

Estimate the number of birds in a flock.

Record the bird's flight pattern.

Describe the bird's beak and determine how it is useful in obtaining food.

Observe how young birds are fed and cared for. Ohiervt, the colors of the

plumage of The young birds.

Obtain a wing feather and make a sketch of its structure.

Describe the feet of the bird and determine how ztey are useful to the bird.

Observe the birdg and see on what they are feeding. Mark on clue chart.
(directions on Mobile. Unit or Teaching in the Outdoors, Hammerman, p. 47)

Find.where birds have made nests and put feeding station there.

**See "Observing litrds" activi-Aes for Glade Three, p. 18 )**

Follow-up for - All birds are not the same.

Make charts showing differences in birds (beak, feet, etc.).

Write a story showing how birds help us.

Keep a diary on the feeding station i.e. what bird comes, haw many, etc.

Learn the birds from a flash card game (Mobile Unit).

Make a scrapbook of the birds observed.

Draw a large chart showing the parts of a bird.

Draw a large chart showing where birds cone to your area and where sore of
your birds go.

Make bird models.

Use your clue chart to make a chart showing what you saw in the area.

Listen to bird call records. Play a game to see who can recognize the most
birds from their call.

fO;cept-Animals must live in their environment]

(acti,ities)
See how animals use their protective ccloration.

Find homes of ;:mall animals. Why do they live thei?

Bait a wet area with.tood anc m.E6. plasti casts of the tracks the next
morning.
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science (cont.)

Look for places whcie animals have eaten. Where are they getting their

food?

See how animals protect themselves. Watch quirrels fuss at cats, birds,

and animals.

Trap some small animals (mice, shrew, mole) and keep for a SHORT Ulge.

Follow -up for.Animals must live in their environment.

Make a chart shawl:T. the main classes of animals.

Make a chart showing where animals live in the area.

Make: a chart showing how animals protect themselves, feed, live, etc.

Make models of animal homes.

Keep some small animals for a short time to watch their feeding and living
habits.

Write a story telling how animals live in the winter.

Make a chart showing how animals help and harm man.

Draw a picture showing main products we get from man.

'Concept-Reptiles and amphibians are cold blooded animals with backbones.;

(activities)
Look for snake skins. Try to pick them up intact. Observe with hand lens.

Get small frogs, newts, etc. from a pond. See where they were living. Try
to find eggs and take them to the classroom to hatch.

Watch frogs in a pond. How are the animals in the pond helping man?

Pick up rocks and see if you can find small snakes there. What other amphibians
or reptiles do you find there or under a rotting log?

Watch for homes of snakes. Why do they live there?

Put a frog or toad into a pool of water. How does he drink. Watch his tongue
as he eats.

Put a snake into a sandy spot., Look at the track he leaves.

Watch for different colors of newts and salamanders. Why?

Folluw-up for - Reptiles and amphibians are cold blooded animals with backbones.

Make a cha7t of the differences in reptiles and amphibians.

Hake picture of different kinds of snakesshowing things to watch ror in
those that our poisonous.
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Science (cont.)

Make cages and keep snakes for a short period.

Assign special reports to groups of children on types of reptiles and
amphibians.

Make a chart showing how reptiles and amphibians help us.

once t-ConservattPoeveryone'sresponsibility

(activities)
Find a gully and look at a cross section. See if you can recognize the
different layers. Gather samples of top and sub soil. Look for examples
of pot holes caused by running water. Find the mouth of the gully and
locate the sedimentary material which has been washed down. What causes
the soil to wash away? What can be done about it?

Find an area in your school area that has gullys and eroded slopes. Try
to corre.t the erosion by checking dams and through plantings.

Measure the slope of a hill and figure the amount of soil loss.

Plant a tree; check with the Forest Service for advice csn the best trees
to plant and how to get seedlings.

Visit a large pasture or natural range used by livestock. Find what plants
are growing. Check to see if the area has been too heavily grazed. Do you
find any evidence of rodents? What damage are they doing? Do you think
the pasture is being used properly? What would increase production of forage?

Visit a recently cut forest area--check new growth.. Was care used in remov-
ing the timber? Are there signs of erosion? What provision is there for
fire protection?

Visit a burned woodland or pasture--find out the cause of the fire. To what
depth was soil burned? Review what the fire destroyed. (values for wildlife,
streamflow, recreation, fertility of topsoil) How long will it take to restore
these values?

Visit a sawmill, wood manufacturing plant, or lumber yard to find out the
source of C:c raw material, how the wood is sawed and processed? What species
is represen ed? How is sorting an grading done? How is seasoning accom-

plished? What ptciucts are sold? What conservation practices are used for
by-products or waste? Where does th. operator expect to obtain his future

supplies?

Fellow-up for - Conservation is everyone'.;

Make some soil

Compare soils by growing plants in them.

Compare how mucL water diffeu-nt soils will hold.

Make a chart of the water cycle.

Write a paper: "Our ForestsNow and Then"
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Science (cont,)

Make posters--state maps of natural resources, outdoor good manners,
conservation begins at home, clean highways, developing a school forest

Write on: "Great Forest Fires of History," "How Farmers Can Help Wildlife,"
or "This Material Called 'Humus"

Exhibit forest productse-collect and lane samples of different woods.

Make models of fire towers, areas logged by destructive methods and by good
forestry methods.

Prepare a collection with labels showing which species of wildflowers may
be picked--only sparingly--or not at all.

Prepare a large diagrammatic wall sketch showing comparative features of an
unplanned and planned drainage basin with a managed watershed and a series
of utilization projects downstream. (See Conservation Activities for Young
People, Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture)

Concept-Soil is an important part of the earth's crust,

(activities)
Examine a small quantity of soil under a magnifying glass or microsope.
Can you distinguish between mineral and organic particles? Do particles
adhere to each other?

Pulverize a piece of sandstone and feel the particles. Would plants grow
in this?

Test soils from different locations for acidity. How do soils become acid?

Collect samples of gravel, sand, silt clay ,nnd loam and make notes on the
location of each type of particle. Did plants grow where each was found?
Which size particle will give up mineral plant food most readily? What
effect does the size of a particle have on pore space:

Rub samples of different soil. types between your fingers. Do they feel
gritty? Raise your hiqd to your ear and rub soil between your fingers.
Can you hear anything? What does this indicate?

With a piece of string, lay off a square foot of area of soil in two or
more places. Count the number of insects, worms, and other animals within
the upper inch of soil. Are they equally eumerous in all types of soil?
Why?

With a spade, determine the depth of the ,topsoil in several places. Is it
the same depth in all places? Why?

Compre the color, texture, structure (looseness of -ompactness) and depth
of topsoils in several places near a stream bed and in an upland.

Mix one-half pint of decayed organic matter gatt..ered from a forest floor
with one and a half pints of dry gravel, sand, rilt and clay. Saturate each
and weigh.

Fill a quart jar or tin can with sample gra, sand, silt and pulverized
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clay. Weigh sT1,1 saturate with water. Re-weigh it.

Place equal amounts of different types of soils in.separate jars. Fill the
jars with water and shakeallow to stand. What is the order of settling?

Collect a small luantity of dry soil and weight it in a tin can. Burn the
soil in the can Lrtil all organic matter is destroyed and weigh the residue.
What per cent cf ,:he soil was mineral material? What per cent of the soil
was organic ma.Cter?

Punch small holes the bottoms of five tin cans of equal size. Fill each
about half full of several tyr.:_..9 of soil such as clay, sand, gravel, etc.
Place a jar under each can. Pour the same amou:.t of water into each cln,
and after five minutes note the amount of water which has drained into each
jar. ..Explain.

Place several types of Soils in separate cans. Add water and stir well
each reaches a soupy condition. Allow each to stand until thoroughly

dried and describe the condition of each. Explain, with reference to use
for garden crops.

Observe a stream that is depositing its load and find out in what order
materials are deposited. Explain.

Show the effect of color of soil upon temperature by covering two thermometers
with half an inch of different color soils, such as ground limestone and
black woodland soli. Take data at intervals. Explain. What color soil is
best for early gardens?

Set up a demonstration to show the effect of cultivation upon soil tempera-
ture and explain.

Study the effect of vegetation upon soil temperature by placing two ther-
mometers at a depth of one inch in two plots, one covered with vegetation
and the other in bare soil.

Fill two jars or cans with different types of soil--one with loose light
soil and one with hard-packed soil. Drop one or two earthworms in each jar
and watch to see which one burrows to the bottom first. Explain the state-
ment that the earthworm is a soil builder.

Dig into the soil on a hilltop, on slopes in varying degrees, and in bottom
land. Observe the different layers of horizons. Note the depth and color
of the top soil. Note the amounts of raw humus, the size of the granules;
compare the amount of roots in topsoil and the amount in the subsoil. Com-
pare the smell and feel of topsoil and subsoil. What is the minimum depth of
topsoil which supports a good vegetation cover?

After a heavy rain compare the runoff from a steep hill covered with vege-
tation with one in cuitivation.

Compare the crop productivity on the windward and leeward sides of windbreaks.

Observe, the changi,.-; in the types of vegetation which appear after a woodlot
has been burned.

Calculate the stream flow in cubic feet per minute for a stream in the
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neighborhood. This is done as follows:
a. Measure th2 width of the stream.
b. Select point A on the stream and measure the depth at several

places, securing the average. Multiply the width by the average
depth to get the area at point A.

c. Select point B below A and ascertain the cross-sectional area
there, e.g. 100 feet.

d. Measure the distance (D) between point A and B.
e. Throw a small piede of wood in at point A and measure its

rate of movement to point
f. Use formula (area at A+B -rea) multiplied by D and divided by

time.
g. This is the stream flow in cubic feet per minute.

Take sampled of the water in a stream and allow the sediment to settle out.
Mdltiply the ratio of the sediment to the amount of water in the bottle by
the number of cubic feet of water passing a point in one hour. The result
will be the amount of sediment transported in one hour. Compute for a day
and then'for a week.

Put known volumes of samples of soils in eight ounce bottles so that each
has equal amounts of soil. Using a graduate, pour water into each bottle
measuring water used until absorbed. Which soils hold the most water? Why?
Divide the volume of the soil, thus getting the percentage of pore space.
Compare the percentage of pore space in loam, sand, etc.

Compare the color and texture of soil dug :_ram the upper six inches of a
woodlot with similar examples from a cultivated field.

Compare the character of the soil in the various counties of Tennessee and
explain the differences.

Compare the weights of equal volumes of sand, clay, loam, etc. Explain the
differences.

Observe the different types of soil with a magnifying glass or microscope.
Distinguish between rock and organic matter principles.

Test garden soils for acidity and make a list of crops which grow best in
that soil. Use litmus paper, pH paper and other liquid indicators. Place
the soil in a test tube and put soil on top. Observe color changes through
the glass.

Fill a test tube about half full of dry loam. Next, put in about an inch
of soil composed of lumps about as large as the end of an unsharpened pencil.
Then, finish filling the tube with loam. Tie a cloth over the mouth of the
tube and invert on a dish of water. What happens when the water reaches
the lumpy soil? How does this illustrate the value of having fields and
gardens well pulverized before planting?

Examine sand banks for evidence of stratification. Observe the manner in
in which deposits are made. Is there any sorting? How?

Make sand pies of different types of soil to note differences ir adnesivemss.
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Spade up about two feet of soil along a ravine and notice the character
of the.soil at or near the surface compared with the subsoil about two
feet below the surface.

Follow-up for - What is soil?

Take a core sample and glue it to a chart showing the different kinds of
soil found in the school yard.

Make a collection of different kinds of soil and label each.

Plant something in several different kinds of soil to test which is best.

Make an earthworm home to see how the soil is affected.

Draw a chart showing what soil is composed of.

make an exhibit of different things found in a square foot of sod.

15onetpt-A rock is a mixtu;: of minerals and is formed in different ways. 1

(activities)
Determine how many different kinds of fossils can be found and develop a
simple method of classifying them.

Find examples of how rock and man-made stone are used by man.
Develop methods of measuring soil erosion in different places.

'Determine effective methods for preventing and checking soil erosion.

Determine how many different kinds of soil can be found and classify them
according to their characteristics.

Compare the rates of water absorption into the ground in different locations.

Determine the water holding capacity different soils.

Compare roCks according to color, color streak, texture, hardness, luster,
fabric, fracture, density and other characteristics.

Compare the weathered surface of a rock to a freshly broken surface.

Determine the dip and strike of a rock outcrop.

Find examples of ripple marks, faulting, and folding in rocks.

Using a geologic map of the area, find various kinds of exposed rock forma-
tions.

Classify the soil fractions a,-cording to the size of particles and type of
content. Determine the percentage of each soil fraction present.

Compare the relative soil compactness in different places.
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Compare the effects of soil color and vegetation coverage on the soil
temperature.

Compare the amounts of organic matter present in different soil samples.

Compare soil acidity and alkalinity and the amounts of potassium, phosphorus,
and nitrogen in different .places.

After a rain, compare the amounts of soil erosion in different places.

Compare the relative amounts of air contained in different soil samples.

Compare the depth of the topsoil in different locations.

Compare soil profiles in different locations.

Classifythe land according to the Soil Conservation Service's eight classi-
fications.

Determine angles of crossbedding in sandstone rock.

Collect specLmens of the types of rocks found in this area. Learn to idex:tify
them on sight.

Look for examples of rock structures such as stratification, mud cracks,
ripples and pitting, faulting, folding, cross bedding, glacial striae, etc,,

Make a collection of common rock:: and minerals of state or county.

Make a map in colors to show the location of different types of rocks or
minerals in the state. Make a map to show the location of mines in the
state.

Make a list of all minerals or rocks used in the home or school and trace
their origin.

0
Look at pictures of the Grand Canyon, Nligara Falls, Delaware Water Gap,
etc., and discuss the work of streams.

Pound up a piece of soft rock until it becomes soil.

Use the rock tumbling machine on the Mobile Unit and make jewelry and col-
lections of rocks and minerals.

Make a map of your area e!lowing rocks and mil -rals found there.

Test rocks fecund for hardness.

Make an exhibit showing rocks and what they are used for,

Show slides and pictures of rocks and minerals.

Play the rock game and ese rock flash cards to learn types (Mobile Unit).
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(Concept-Weather affects all living things.1

(activities)
Get a weather station from the Mobile Unit and keep a weatheu chart for
two weeks.

Determine if the temperaY:ure of the air varies in different places.
Determine some of the factors which may cause these differences.

Design and make simple devices to measure the relative wind velocity and
direction in different places and at different elevations.

Devise a way of measuring the evaporation rate of water in different loca-
tions..

4 Find examples of weathering of natural and man -wade rock.

Co,npare the different cloud types and estimate their elevation.

Determine the speed and direction of moving clouds.

Attempt to discover evidence of air pollution.

Compare the relative humidity in different places and at different times
of the day.

Find the air pressure at different elevations and at the same elevation
during different times of the day.

Compare the amounts of radiation absorption in differently'colored materials.

Determine the temperature by using the chirps of a cricket.

Make weather forecasts based upon the readings of weather instruments.

Observe and compare the six basic shapes of snow flakes.

Campare the various depths of snow in different places and determine the
reasons for these differences.

Record and compare the temperatures of the air, soil, and snow at different
depths.

Determine the amount of water in a cubic foot of snow and calculate the
ratio of air to water.

Evaporate some snow and observe the residue.

Observe the effects of rock salt on snow.

Observe a cross-section of accumulated snow and compare it the formation
of certain types of rock.

Determine the acidity or alkalinity of melted snow or rain.
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Compare the amount and texture of melting snow on a north-facing slope
to that on a south-facing slope.

Determine how much water will be accumulated from a specific amount of
precipitation falling on a roof.

Determine how far away a thunder storm is with the aid of thunder and
lightning.

Follow -up for - What is weather?

Make a wet and dry thermometer (Mobile Unit).

Make pictures of different kinds of clouds --use cotton.

Make and plot a weather chart for several weeks.

Look at slides and films on clouds and weather.

Make some weather instruments for the home (Mobile Unit).

Draw a map showing high and low temperatures in different parts of the
country.

Write a paper telling how temperature affects how men in different areas
live.

Make a set of weather flags and put up a weather flag pole for the school
yard. Forecast and put up flag each day.

-tonceot7There is more than the earth.

(activities)
Plan an evening back at school to observe the stars.

Make a star map.

Visit the planetarium at the Children's Museum.

Make star trails using a camera (700 Experiments for Everyone, page 68).

Learn to plot star positions on a stellar position chart (Ibid.).

Follow-up for - There is more than the earth.

Read stories about the constellations.

Make up your own star legends.

Make a constellation flash card set and use to learn the star patterns.
(Mobile Unit)

Make a cardboard planetarium (Stepping Stones to Nature, Bale, p. 25),
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Make a papier- mache heaven (Bale, p. 26).

MAke a blueprint of the stars (Bale, p. 27).

Learn how to read the star clock (Bale, p. 16-17).

Make a cardboard astrolabe to measure the angle of stars (Mobile Unit).

RTo7n7C-Maps show more than directilia

(activities)
Make a map of an area using dif.-lerent methods.

Determine the differences in elevation to find the water level of a pond
if a dam of a certain height were constructed.

Fill in information about dominant vegetation on a base map made from an
aerial photograph.

Mark off contour lines on a hillside and then make a contour map of the
hill.

Find the location of bench marks with the aid of a topographic map.

With a compass, determine th imuths to landmarks within a sight. Walk
to them and try to r..turn to the starting point using only the compass.

With a map and compass walk to landmarks that are not visible from the
starting point.

With a compass, walk the perimeter of an equilateral triangle and try to
end up at the starting point.

Measure land areas using different standard units such as a yard stick,
tape measure, meter stick, forester's chain, or rod.

Measure land areas using different non - standard units such as a pace,
arm-yard, cross-reach, or body length.

Compare the slope of the land to the amount of soil erosion in each place.

Make a shadow clock to tAl the time of day and relate the shadows to
compass direction.

Follow -up for - haps show more than direction.

Use the compass game from the Mobile Unit--set up and run.

Make a large model compass showing degrees and directions.

Mark your room (letters on wall) by directions.

Make a lary wall mar' of your school area.

Obtain topographical maps of different areas and see if you can find
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different things marked on them.

Make c chart showing different types of maps.

Make a chart showing symbols found on topographical maps.

toncept-Organiirms depend on environment for the conditions of life.)

(activities)
Determine how different depths and locations affect the water temperature.

Determine some different ways in which aquatic plants az-d animals can be
classified.

Ffnd evidence of plants and animals that make up various food chains.

Make a map of the different depths of a pond or stream.

Measure the distance across the pond or stream.

Determine the types and quantities of plant and animal life found in
different locations and at different depths.

Determine the acidity and alkalinity in different locations.

Determine the turbidity of the water in different locations.

Determine the competition of the bottom of the pond or stream in different
locations.

Compare the temperatures of the water to the emperlitures of the soil
around it.

Determine if the amount of sunlight and sunlight penetration affects the
growth of aquatic vegetation.

Mark off the boundaries of the watershed of a pond.

Determine the surface area and volume of water in a pond or section of stream.

Find evidence of water palution.

Collect some oxygen given off by aquatic plants.

Make a vegetation map of the plants in and around the pond or stream.

Use a microscope to examine small plants and animals found in the -,,stet.

Find aquatic animals in different stages of growth.

Construct check dams along streams.

Determine the rate of flow of a stream in various locations.

Determine the location of sediment deposition around the curves in a stream.
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Objectives:
A. To express oneself in both the written and spoken word
B. To read and intrpret correctly

ioncept-Adlectives are everywhere]

(activities)
lice figures of speech to describe the out-of-doors such as alliteration,

metaphor, simile, hyperbole; or onomatopoeia.

Using the senses of hearing, touching, smelling, tasting, and observing,
describe your impressions :A objects of nature.

Choose something which appears at first to be ugly or not particularly
beautiful. Describe the object again after looking at it carefully.

Oblerve and describe familiar shapes, farms, designs, or figures in objects
such as gnarled wood, areas of light between tree branches, clouds, or
rocks.

Listen for a short time and list all the different kinds of sounds heard.
Develop a system to increase your retention of new sounds heard.

Blindfold each mild and give them an object from outside. Have them
describe its odor, surface, size and suspected color. The holder cannct
name the object. Others try to guess what it is.

Take a walk- On return, describe either orally or writen the thing which
impressed you most. With emphasis on a particular object or scene, then
report or write about what you saw. Compare each to difference or simi-
larity. Make up an original story after an out-of-doors walk.

Chew on a leaf -- describe the smell and taste of the ,eaf.

"Smell and Tell": Describe the smell of the lunchroom or the Buell of a
wet or dry day.

basept-Nature stimulates creative expression.)

(activities)
Write about the seasonal changes that might occur in your immediate
location.

Try to imagine what your immediate location would be like in ten, fifty,
or one hundred years.

Express your reactions to the natural environment through thu medium of
Haiku poetry.

Personify a tree in a cemetery, along an old road, or at a home site.

Write a story about a miniature world as magnified,through a hand lens.
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Write about the thoughts that occur as you are seated in the woods.

Compare the writings of poets such as Keats, Wordsworth, Sandburg, or
Frost anj: the writings of authors such as Emerson, Thoreau Burroughs,
Muir, or Audubon to how you react to the sane things that they write
about in nature.

While in the out -of- doors, construct an outline for a factual report of
an experience.

Take field notes of important information discovered outdoors.

Write a ficticious diary of a person who might have: lived in an old
house, travelled an old road, or played in the woods.

Examine the meaning of various words related to the out-of-doors..

Compare how differently each person perceives his environment by having
each one write about it and share what he has written.

Have the pupils compose the ending for an unfinished story about the out-
of-doors.

Discuss outlining in class. Take a partial outline outside and then have
the class complete it.

Make a nature picture on the ground using objects or things found in the
surrounding area. Tell about it.

Use nature trails to foster language arts. Example: Look for things begin-
ning with capital letters.

Smoky Bear on School Site - Discuss how the area has been misused and then
how it can be improved. In the classroom, make a "Do's and Don'ts Chart."

Suggested questions:
What would be t good adventure for you today?
What thoughtalways soars you high in spirit?
What picture flashes in your mind when you hear the word "happy "?
When and where have you found beauty in silence?
What is a secret?
How high is up?
How deep is down?
What smell do you like to smell best?
What is a home?
What is sadness? A smile?
Where is treasure?
What is a friendly sound by day By night?
What la the best taste you have ever tasted?
Whit have you touched which made you wonder?
Who are you?

Create a story by 'allowing one person to begin telling the story, stopping

him, and having another pupil continue. This process may go en until the
story is concluded.
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Dramatize Stories about life in the woods.

Play Charaoes--telling stories without words, using hands, facial expressions,etc.

Have a conversation between, two characters, perhaps a rabbit and eagle or
two birds. Each may use only one word qt a time to convey his question or
idea.

Social Studies
Objectives:
A. To create an interest 1.n and understanding of local history.
B. To create an undersiarding of the relationship between man and his environ-

ment.

oncept-Man must live in his environment.'

(activities)
Find evidences of how man has affected the environment.

Find evidences of how the natural environment has affected man.

Make a physical and cultural survey of the area.

With a compass in hand, set a bee-line course ar4 hike cross-country. As
you go, "record the human and physical geography on a topographic base map.

Water Sources: Have the children find out what scurces of water are availa-
ble on your outdoor education site. Pioneer stories often teli of people
drinking water from rivers, streams, and springs. Ask why we don't use
certain sources now. What inventions have made our own water supplies availa-
ble to us?

Concept -An understanding of man's earlyhistorybringADiareness and apureciationA

(activities)
Determine why the early settler would choose a particular location for his
home si47.,

Make a rough sketch map of a home site and other man-made features sch as
outbuildings, well, pond, road, or cellar.

Compare aerial photographs to the land. Obtain aerial photographs taken
20 or 30 years ago to observe the changes that have taken place.

At an old home site foundation, make a sketch of the building and vegeta-
tion as you think it might have lookol when it was occupied by man.

Obtain some old rools and figure out how man used them.
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Make a fire with flint and steel and bow and drill.

By observing old buildings, figure out how they were. constructed.

Examine old farm sites to determine what type of people lived there at
various times.

Explore for artifacts which provide clues of how the people lived.

Explore a cemetery to discover the local history recc ded on the grave
stones and surroundings.

Take your class to a wooded area and divide them. into groups. Aft(!r a
short discussion, each group will dramaCkze some phase of pioneer living--
cleiring of land, house-raising, gathering and hunting and fiatir.4:, husk-
ing or quilting.

Visit a wooded area and discuss whether or not this would have been a
good place for pioneers to live in? Why or why not? What natural resources
would make it good (trees, water, etc.)? What disadvantages? If you had
been a pioneer settling here, where would you build your home? Of what
materials? What would you probably wear? Crops? Hunt? Fish?

Visit Traveler's Rest to see artifacts and skeletons in stone box graves.

Visit the Indian Mu$-Ium at Kirkland Hall on the Vanderbilt Campus.

Visit the exhibit of various kinds of Indians at the Children's Museum.

Collect seeds of barley, oats, and wheat. Use two clean, smooth rocks
dried in the sun. Grind the seeds, sift the grindings to separate the
flour (ground-up seeds) from bran (coverings ). Use your flour as regular
flour -- bread, pancakes, cereal.

Personify a tree as an old man and discuss the "neighbors" he has had in
his lifetime, i.e. the uses of the land over the years.

Go on a field trip to gather grapevinemake Indian games.

Locate old maps of Nashville and use an Early History of Nashville by Elliott
to mark a new map with the old landmarks.

Go on a trip to locate old landmarks- -try to find the spring Miss Elliott
talks about.

Using the site guide put au- by the State Department, follow the Battle of
Nashville by visiting each site. Make a map. Have different groups be
different sections .71 the two armies.

Gather clay from a clay bank and make Indian pottery.

Arts and CrPr.ca and Music
Object.:'ves:
A. To give ;:ht- child an opportunity to explore a variety of media (emphasis



Arts, Crafts, and Music (cont.)

on natural materials)
B. To consider art alid music as a part of everyday living
C. To develop handiness with common tools
D. To see art and music everywhere

Fn737,t-Nature offers a storehouse of materials

(activities)
Find examples of characteristics of abstract art in nature.

Record how many colors you can observe in a small area delimited by a
circle of two inch diameter.

Draw * picture about a story read in the out-of-dror.

Form the body into shapes of trees or other natural objects observed

Make arrangements of dried grasses and other plants for de,%,rative pur-
posoes

Take photographs in the out-of-doors.

Squint the eyes to see differences in light and dark. Make a sketch of
what you observe.

Find examples of lines and shapes in nature.

Find examples of design in movement.

Experiment with branches, feathers, bones, grasses, seeds, or other natural
materials as paint brushes to create various effects tmich as massiveness
or delicateness.

Use wood charcoal from a fire to make a sketch.

Find natural clay in a stream for modeling with the hands or a tool such
as a stick'or rock.

Use plant pigments from flowers, stems, fruits, leaves, and/or rotted wood
to make a sketch on fine sandpaper or paper.

Make a collage of pebbles, seeds, or other plant parts using surfaces such
as a slab of wood or cardboard.

Represent textures in nature such as tree bark, rock, or seed pod surfaces
with modeling clay.

Find different surfaces to draw or paint upon such as pieces of wood, bark,
or rock, packed soil, woven grass mats, or, leaves.

Make natural paints and dyes with plants, muddy water, or other natural
cc tors.

lite objects such as wood, bark, seeds, leaves, or other natural objects

to make prints on paper or cloth.
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Cut designs in vegetables usch as a potato or turnip for block printing.

Weave grasses and other vegetation into mats.

Make animal figures out of objects such ass twigs, stones, and seeds.

Carve from soft wood Or tree bark.

Find different shades of the same colors.

Make sand castings with muu, clay, or plaster of Paris.

Make clay masks of Indian faces while at the Indian shelter.

Make twine or rope from the inner bark of certain trees.

Construct mobiles using natural materials.

Use liquid plastic to embed natural materials for key chains and pins.

Make a plaque with natural materials- -use liquid plastic to preserve them.
(Mobile Unit)

Use the tumbled stones to make jewelry.

Gather corn shucks to make mats and dolls.

Make ozalid and blue prints (Mobile Unit).

(activities)
Make different sounds and rhythms from the objects of nature such as stones,
seeds, sticks, or dry grass.

Dance to natural rhythms and sounds such as the wind in the trees or grasses,
the flowing water, or the calls of insects or other animals.

Make a willow whistle.

Imitate animal sounds.

Using a tape recorder, record animal sounds.

While listening to tape recordings of music related to the out-of-doore,
determine how the compcoer represents nature's sound and rhythms.

Compose songs based on outdoor experiences.
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Health,, Physical Education and Recreation
General Objectives:
A. To develop a wholesome mental attitude and proper habits
B. To practice good health habits
C. To plan and practice wholesome use of leisure time
D. To keep physically fit
E. To develop an awareness of safe practices in the outdoors
F. To integrate health and physical education with other subject matter

areas

(activities)
Planning healthy meals

Preserving foods by drying or salting

Identifying edible wild plants and understanding their food value

Identifying poison ivy by the leaves, by the woody branches or vines, and
by the fruit.

Dressing properly and adequately for different occasions

Discussing and solving group living problems

Practicing outdoor safety: how to go up and down a hill; how to carry
and use lumbering tools; being sure that water is safe to drink; care of
fire on cook otts; how to purify some water for drinking purposes; utilizing
proper safety measures and cob,lu,i. ;:ilen hiking; laying and marking trails

Dancing (pioneer, square, round, Indian, folk, play party games)

Carrying out service projects such as: building - retaining wall; develop-
ing outpost sites; cutting firewood; setting tables; making beds; keeping
buildings clean; clearing underbrush; establishing fire stations

Fishing

'laying games: skittles, stalking a deer, Duck on the Rocks, Up Jenkins,
ndian corn game, Japanese checkers, Capture the Flag, Buckle Buckle Bean
Stalk, Who am I?, Touch Memory, Singing Syllables

Enjcy5 ig winter sports: ice fishing, skating, making and using snowshoes

Examps:
Vho Am I?
Have each child write on a slip of paper the name of one animal or
tree (or other living thing) and pin the slip on the back of another
plarir. As soon as each player has a slip, all players try to discover
their own identities by asking other players questions that can be
answered yes or no. When a player has found out who he is, his slip
is removed froarhis hack and pinned on the front of him.

Touch Memory
While another game is being played, have a committee of three or four
members each find six things that might be recognized by touch--a leaf,
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an acorn cap, a mushroom, a blade of grass, a dandelion blossom, and
a twig. Upon the return of the committee, have all the others. line
up in three or four lines and hold their hands behind them. One member
of the committee should pass behind the players in each line, allowing
each player to feel one of the selected objects. When all players in
a line have felt one of the objects, each player should be given time
to write down the things he thinks he has felt. The children who have
the most accurate lists when all the objects have been felt and identi-
fied might be members of the next committee.

Singing Syllables
The class selects one person to be It, and he leaves the group. While
he is away, the children select one of the new words they have learned
and divide it into syllables. The class is then divided into groups
so that each group can sing one syllable. It is called to return and the
entire class begins to sing, on the pitch given, with each group sing-
inits own syllable. Then It must guess the word without asking any
questions. A creative class might work some rhythmic pattern into the
singing or do some harmonizing.

References:
Hammerman, Donald R. and Hammerman, William M., Curriculum Enrichment Outdoors,
Harper and Row, New York, 1965.

Hammerman, Donald R. and Hammerman, William 14., Teaching in the Outdoors,
Burgess Publishing Company, 1965.

MacMillan, Dorothy L., School Camping and Outdoor Education, William C.
Brown, Dubuque, Iowa, 1956.

Zim, Herbert S., Plants, Harcourt Brace and World, 1947.
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Physical Education Activities (Gene, 1):

Outdoor Education and Physical Education work together to create games
and activities from natural materials. Some of the games are just recrea-
tional while others develop skills which lead up to other games.

Indian Ring Toss-
materials needed: grapevine, cord, starbs
The'grapevine is bent and tied (lashed) with the cord. The starbs can
be put any distance and marked with numbers. The game is played like
ring toss.

Indian "Deck" Tennis-
A grapevine ring is thrown over a net by teams.

Indiari. Stick Relay-

Ciamis

;Teams of as many as wish may play. Each team member has a stick.
A ball of leather stuffed with rocks or cloth shaped like Astossed from one stick to the next. A team game like lacro s can ?To be
played with these.

Indian "Dice"-
Branches, cut in half and marked with numbers, are "thrown" like dice.
Each player keeps score.

Hoop Rolling-
Hoops of grapevine can be made and rolled in a race.

Log and Stones-
A hollow log or one with holes (enlarge them) is placed on the ground. Children
have stones which they toss at the log. Each hole is numbered and score is
kept.

"Card" Race-
String is tied to a pole tied lengthwise between two trees. String is tied
to the pole. On each string a cardboard or thin wood figure is placed with
a hole in the center. Each player holds the end of a string and at the sig-
nal tries to make the figure come down the string to his or her hand. The
string cannot be held below the waist.

Log "Bowling" -
A log is hung from a cross bar. Three smaller logs stand underneath. The
log must be swung in an arc and know down the logs on the way back.

Web Game -
Grapevine is used to make a ring. A "web" of.atring is made inside the

There can be two teams or a group and a leader. The hoop is thrown
ty the leader or member G!!,!. team. The object is to catch the ring on a
3tick held by each child. The ring "web" can be given number values--each
section a different score.
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Reference:

Films and Fi1m!2trips

Insects and R,;lated Animals (F)
Insect Oommunities (FS)
Insects Get P.3ady For Winter (F)
Small Fresh Water Animals and Insects (FS)
The Busy Honeybee (FS)
Backyard Insects (FS)
Insects - House Fly (F)
Indians of Mexico Today (FS)
Prehistoric Indians (FS)
Identifying Common Trees (FS)
Trees Ind Flowers in the Four Seasons (rs)
Telling Trees Apart (FS)
Trees - The Oldest and Largest Living ThIngs (FS)
Trees In The Forest (FS)

Stories of The Constellations

Universe and Solar System (FS)
How We Learn About The Sky (FS)
The Big Sun and Our Earth (F)
Pictures In The Sky (FS)
Fun With Stars (FS)
How Green Plants Help and Make Food (F)
How Plants Make Food (FS)
Origin of the Land Plants (F)
Parts of a Flowering Plant (FS)
Plants Grow (FS)
Plants and Flowers (FS)
Life of a Plant (F)
Plants That Grow from Leaves (F)
Balance Among Living Things (FS)
Plants and Strange Animals (FS)
Algae (FS)
Small Creatures of the Desert (FS)
American Mammals (FS)
Animal Behavior (FS)
How Animals Live in Fresh Water (FS)
How Animals Live in the Forest (FS)

American Reptiles and Amphibians (FS)
What Animals Give Man (FS)
World of Living Things (FS)
Animal Musicians (FS)
Air and Water (FS)
Clouds Above (F)
How Weather Helps Us (F)
Understanding Weather Conditions (FS)
Weather Forecasting (F)
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References (Continued)- Science

A Golden Nature Guide by Herbert S. Zim

A. Birds
B. Flowers
C. Insects
D. Trees
E. Reptiles and Amphibians
F. Stars
G. Mammals

H. Seashores
I. Fish
J. Fossils
K. Gamebirds
L. Zoology
M. Weather
N. Gamebirds

The Web of Life by John Stores, published by the New America Library of
World Literature, Inc. 501 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York.

The How ands by Robert Mathewson, a Division of Grosset and Dunlap,
Inc., New York, New York. Volumes 5001-5061.

Language Arts

Wisslar, Clark, Star Legends, American Museum of Natural. History, New York,
1956.
Lewis, Richard (editor), The Moment of Wonder, Dial Press, New York, 1964
(collection of Chinese and Japanese poeT,77-
Miller, Mary, A Handful of Floi;ers, Pantheon Books, New fork, 1959.
Cricket Songs, trans. Harry Behn, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., New
York, 1964 (Japanese haiker).
Pattison, William, Where, Rand McNally, Chicago, 1965.
Brewton, Sara, Sing A Sang of Seasons, Macmillan Co,, 1955.

Mathematics

Trail Planning and Layout, Byron L. Ashbaugh, Published by National
Audubon Society.
Colorful Teaching of Mathematics/J. Weston Welch and Christobel
Cordell, published by J. Weston Welch.
My Activity Book For How Far? Rand McNally and Company.
How Ear? William D. Pattison; Rand McNally and Company.
Maps Mean Adventure, Christie McFall; DodOs, Mead and Company.
How -Why -When, Helen Jill Fletcher; Paxton-Slade Publishing Corp.
Arithmetic for Child Development, Lowry W. Harding; published by
William C. Brown Co.

'Social Studies

Council Fires, Ellsworth Joeger (Macmillian Co., New York).
Conservation Education, Robert E. Brown and G. W. Manser (Burgess
Publishing Company, Minn.).
Animals and Their Travels, Richard A. Martin, (Golden Press/ New Yor.,:.),
A study of migration of animals to Canada and South America.
My Hobby Is Collecting Rocks and Minerals, David E. Jensen, (Hart Book
Co., Inc.,New York); "Minerals Found in Canada," p. 20.
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References (Continued)

Social S-ience

The Life of The Forest, James McCormick (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York).
Burl Ives - Sea Songs, (Ballantine Book, New York)"Whaling off Pern"-
p. 20.
Integrating Conservation la4 Outdoor Education Into The Curriculum,
William B. Stapp (Burgess Publishing Company
Understandin Mans, Bulah Tannenbaum and Myra Stillman, (Whittlasey
House .

Arts and Crafts

The Golden Book of Camping and Camperaft, Gordon Lynn (Golden Press, N.Y.)
The Junior Book of Camping and Woodcraft, Burnard S. Mason (Ronald Press
Co., N. Y.)
Complete Shellcrafter_, Frank and Marjorie Pelosi
Sketching Out-of-Doors, Leonard Richmond (Pitman Publishing Co. N. Y.)
Sketching Landscape, Victor Perard (Pitman Publishing Co., N. Y.)
Shellcraft Novelties, Henri V. Dorsman. (By Doreman, St. Petersburg, Fla.)
How to Sketch, Perard, Jackson, Richmond, Soderburg, Hagman. (Pitman
Publishing Co., N. Y.)
Paper Snips, Nobeo Takuda (Japan Publishing Trading Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)
Drawing Birds, Joy Postle. (Pitman Publishing Company, N. Y.)
Drawing Sea and ax, Victor Perard (Pitman Publishing Company, N.Y.)
Scissor Shapes, Lois Ehlart (Whitman Publishing Company, Racine, Wisconsin)
American Indian Beadwork, W. Ban Hunt (The Bruce Publishing Company,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Art from ScrapoCarl Reed, Joseph Orze
How to Draw Trees, Gregory Brown, Studio Publishing, Inc., New York.
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MATERIALS CENTER

Film Strips

Trees - The Oldest and Largest Living Things
Why Trees Are Important
Use and Care of Wood Working Tools
Animal Protection Series
Forests of Tennessee
Mineral Resources
The Nashville Story
Then and Now in Tennessee Valley
Use Your Library for Better Grades and Fun Too
Nature May Series
Stories of the Constellations
Ibnstruction With Compass and Straightedge
Continents and Oceans
Correlated Science Series
Country Community Series
Weather Series
The Sky Series
Changing Surfaces of the Earth
Johnny Appleseed
Children of Pioneer Times Series
The Christmas Tree Industry
Classification of Animal Series
Climate
Air and Water
What Is In The Sky
Conquering The Wilderness
Sonny Squirrel and The Pine Trees
Conserving Our Resources Series
The Calendar Series
The First Homes
Celebrating Arbor Day
Our National Parks
Our Changing Earth
Our Earth

Slides

Clouds and Weather

Recordings

Ballads for The Age of Science
Hymns of Thr Circuit Riders
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MATERIALS CENTER - FIFTH GRADE

Films

Telling Trees Apart
Universe and Solar System
Look to The Land
Life In The Forest
Wonders in Your Own Backyard
What's Under the Ocean
Treasures of The Earth
Our Big Round World
The Golden Groves
Clouds
Asteroids, Coments, and Meteorites
Good Sportsmanship
California'- Life in Mediterranean Lands
Treasures of The Forest
Rocky Mountains - A Geographic Region
How Indians Build Caves
(Series) The Cause and Nature of
Heat-Light-Sound
Conserving Our Soil Today
Cooper .4 Mining and Smelting

Tennessee Game and Fish Commission
Film Library
1600 Lock Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37207

United States Bureau of Mines (19 films on states)

Over 200 films from Film Bureau of Canada

Esso Oil Company

Tennessee Department of Conservation
West End Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee


